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CHAPTER i

Introduction and Theoretical Position

Several researchers have attempted to provide theories of psychometric

test perfOrmance which_would account for group differences. Probably the

most widely nown psychometrically-based theory is Jensen't (1973) Two-

Level Theory of Mental Abilities. The theory is described by Jensen as

distinguishing'between abilities involving the capacity to receive, regis-

ter and store stimulus information for later recall (Level I) and abilities

wh'ich involve the transformation, manipulation and integration of stimulus

information prior to recall (Level ,II).. According'to Jensen, tasks which

rely on Level I abilities (primarily) involve rote learning, digit span and

other types of simple associative learning. Level II abilities,,on the

other hand, are involved in tasks like the Raven's Progressive Matrices,

Block Design of the WISC and other standard intelligence tests. Jensen

argues that group dtfferences (especiallY Black-White) are due more to dif-

ferences in Level II abilities than to differences in background experi-

ences. He bases this interpretation on the observation that minorities

(Black and Mexican-American) in general perform' poorer than Anglos on Level

II type tests' while performing the same or better on Level I tests (Jensen,

1977);



Questions have been raised concerning processes fnvolved in test per-

formance (Das, 1973a; Das, Kirby & JarGan, 1975; Hunt, 1974; Jensen, 1979;

RohWer, 1974'Sternberg, 191b). Hunt (1974), for example, concludes that

there are two qualitatively different Ways to solve Raven's Progressive

Matrix Problems (a test used by Jensen as an example of "Level II" abili-

quitudIssimilar processes. Hunt reports that even

Spearman noted this, but felt that only one of the processes for solution

is related to his.general intelligence or factor (Spearman & Wynn-Jones,

1951, as reported by Hunt, 1974, p. 154). Hunt further notes that similar
,

scores and similar pattemV-of correct and incorrect responses can be at-

4ined on Set I of the Raven Progressive Matrices, using either process,

and thus lead one to believe (via factor analysis) that.the test is measur-'

ing Vie same factor under either manner of solution'(in contrast to

SpeaFmin's thinking).

As a Consequence to this and other issues, other researchers have pro-

posed differences in information pirocessing as an explanation for group

differences in test performance (e.g., Case, 1975; Das, 1973b; Rohwer,

19a1). Das (1973b) proposed an information processing model, described

earlier by Luria (1966), based on "simultaneous" and "successlve synthe-

sis." Das contrasts his model with Jensen's stating that the'levels model

does not take into account individual differences in the tendenCy to employ

different processing strategies.

Along similar lines, but involving different processes is a model pro-

posed by Rohwer (1971). Rohwer suggests that group differences can best be

explained in terms of an interaction between the nature of the task (i.e.)

whether it requires the recall or the application of information) and the

individual's propensity to utilize either a formal conceptual process

2
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(involving the ability to apply a rll-defined set of strategies or ryles)

or an imaginative process (involving the' capacity to depart from formalized

conventions in a test situation). Rohwer suggests that group differences

occur because minority individuals have not liad the same opportunity to de-

developi elaborative and conceptual processes to the same-degree as majority

individuals prior to entering -school.

Bgth Das (1973a) and Rohwer (1971) propose model's which attempt to

take into account individual differences in the propensity to employ vari-,

ous processing strategies. An important distinction: th4K, between these

,models and that of Jensen is that they admit to the possibility that per-

forMance on a task can be as much a function of the individual's own idio-

syncracies (e.g., choice of processing strategy or cognitive style) as it

is determined by the natUre of the task.

At the same time, many researchers have been skeptical of psychometric

conceptions,,of intelligence because of their failure to be based on any

theory at,)cognitive abilities (e'.g., De Avila, Havassy & Pascual-Leone,

1976; De Vries, 1973; Hathaway, 1973; Hunt 1974; Kohlberg & De Vries,

(1969). Hunt (1974) states: '"It is inadvisable to have a technology for

meAsuring indivlual differences which stands apart from a theory of cogni-

tron" (p.130).

Case (1975) suggests that SES differences are due to differences in

executive repertoire of cognitive processesozather than information pro-

ceising capacity. Using a neo-Piagetian approach (Pascual-Leone, 1969,

1970), Case states that performance on Piagetian tasks is affected by the

supjects 1) repertoire of executive strategies, 2) cognitive style.(e.g.,

Witkin's, 1950, field differentiation construct), and 3) M-space, the

amount of information that the individual can coordinate simultaneously.

3



Case suggests that it is with,respect to differences in executive rver

toire.ofnstrategies available, which are due to experience, that groups
r

differ.

SUch an approach represents a dore comprehensive consideration-of the

issue concerning group differences, the extent of which is well expressed

in cross-cultural .research (e.g., Buss, 1977; Cole, 1975; Cole & Bruner;

1971;.Cole & Gay, 1972, Cole, py, Glich & Sharp, 1971). F.or example, in

reference to the relationship between "psychological environment" and group

differences, Buss explains:

There may well be cross-culturally invariant processes (as
identified via organismic factors) while at tht same time
there may also be cross-cultural differences in the learning
situations (and hence in the environmental diPensions)in
which these invariant processes are applied (Buss, 1977,
p. 204).

Thus, at the present time it is safe to say that it is simply not

knoWn if groups differ in the processes they use to solve a task or whether

the use of differeot processes still means that the same thing is being

measured. However, as noted by Jensen (197'9), it does appear that*,a cogni-

tive processing approach may yield more information concerning what is

involved in test performance for individuals in general. Additionally, it

is likely that such an approach may also shed more light orr,the issue of

group differences in test performance. At the very least, these possibili-

ties need to he explored.

Inforwtion Processing Capacity,and Task Complexity

The questions raised above need to be taken into aecount when one con-

°siders the theoretical issues involved in test performance'(e.g., see

Tuddenham, 1972) aside from those involved in explaining group differences.

If weare to understand what a test measure, then we should first know



what processes are.involved in test performance. In this respect, Hunt

(1974) suggests that the style of processing one chooses may be associated

//with the informationdemands of the task. He thus ancludes that we should
5

"look carefully at the information processing demands of an intelligence

test before we decide whit the test measures" (p. 130).

A similar concl.usion can be reached regarding a comment by Jensen
-

(1980) in which he states that if a learning task (and presumably a test

ttem) "is too complex everyone, regardless of his IQ, flounders and falls

back on simpler processes such as trial-and-error and rote associations"

(p.28). Jensen (1979) also points out that increases in task complexity

are accompanied by increases in 2 loadiKg. He states: "(I)t is the task's

coMplexity rather than its cohient per se that is most related to 2." (p.

18). Finally, in the same article he makes the following.important

comment:

At present, it seems safe to,say, we do not have 'a real
theory 'of 2 or intelligence, although we do know a good
deal about the kinds of tests that are the most 2 loaded
and the fact that the complexity of mental operations ,

-called for by a test is related to IL (Jensen, 1979, p. 19).

Recently, a Model whereby the processing demands of a task can be de-

t.rmined and compared with the processing capacity of the indiVidual has

been developed (Pascual-Leone, 1969, 1970; see also Case,. 1972. 1974).

Pascual=Leone's model consists of a cOnstruct which'he terms Mental'

Operator (M). According to him, MI represents the magnitude of the indivi-
,v

dual's central computing space or M-space,.and he defines it_ as the maximum

number of schemes that can be coordinated at any one time (Case, 1972).

Pascual-Leone (1969) argues that M is the basic organismic variable under-

lying psychometric intelligence (i.e., Spearman's 1),.
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Several investigators have attempted t6 apply M directly.to psychome--

tric measures of intelligence. For example, Bereiter and Scardamalia

(1979), compared the Figure Intersection Task (FIT, Pascual-Leone, 1969)

with the Raven Progressive.Matrices in an Anglo sample and were able to
,

predict averaoe test performance in both directions. They Concluded that,

for the.mott part, the FIT and the Raven test were measuring the same

.general4construct.

Finally, Bachelder and Denny (1977a, 1977b) presented a theory of in-

telligence bascd on.an individual's span ability. Span abilityAs describ-

ed much the same as Pacual-Leone's M construct. Bachelder and Denny are

careful to note that the best measures of span ability are those that in-,

volve more complex operations as opposed to simpie rote abilities; and

which do not allow the subject tite to activate_a cognitive strategy. It

it interesting:to note the.definition of intelligence- provided by Bachelder

and Denny:

Intelligence is the total-set of individual difference
variables that interact.with difficulty or complexity.
The more complex the task the more intelligent one'needs
to be to perforM the task. When the task is extremely
simple, intelligence is not a relevant variable (1977a, p. 128).

Thus, they state thatspan ability, (like M-space) conforms to their

definition of intelligence since it interacts with task complexity.

lhe idea of an individual's information processing capacity as-a set

measure of intelligence 4is not new (Pascual,-Leone,.1969). °What is new is

that it is only now being integrated within the framework of psychometric

test performance. The fact that researchers are beginning to use this mea-

sure, and that it appears regularly in regard to what the best measures of

psychometric intelligence have in common, suggests that processing capacity

may offer a more interesting and rewarding measure of intellectual ability'.



In addition, information processing capacity and task demands are more

amenable to experimental manipulation And control (e.g., see Case, 1974,

1975).,

Task Complexity and Culture-Loading

The use of complexity as the comMon characteristic shared by tests fin

varying degrees) offers a different interpretation of ,test performance than

does j or general intelligence. MoSt important is that complexity is not.

fixed (as is assumed'in classical test theory), but can vary relative to

the group or persons attempting the test or item -- that is, it, is group

specific. For example, the division algorithm is a highly complex task for

fourth and fifth grade students. However, for an adult who has over-

learned the algorithm and is 'able to process the task requirements in

larger units, it is not as complex.

Similarly, the complexity of many coghitive tasks cin vary according

to the processing strategy used (e.g., Case, 1975). An example of how a

task's complexity can vary is providedin Figure 1.

Figure 1.

"Find the one object that is like the model object in color and size."

COLOR SIZE
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The task in Figure 1 is to find which of the three objects is like the

model object in terms of color and size. Adults and many children attempt

to solve the problem by using a global or simultaneous processing-strategy

-- i.e., to solve the problem directly by finding.the object that is the

same color and size. 'This requires simultaneous processing of both crite-

ria and the distracting cue provided by shape. For most adults, the task

does not provide too much difficulty, although some adults will still make .

mistakes. However, since they cannot process this much information simul-

taneouly, this strategy often makes the task too complex for young child-

ren.

An alternative processing strategy is to employ an analytic or succes-

sive processing strategy. In this strategy possible response items are

eliminated on the basis of whether they satisfy the first criteria (color).

Those remaining are eliminated on the basis'of whether they satisfy the

.second criteria (size). In this way, only one piece of information is pro-

Cessed in each step. Moreover, the distracting cue provided by shape is

not even processed at all. Obviously, the second strategy is the preferred

one since it reduces thi-taskuS tOmptexity-to-a-level-which_can_be_solved

by most first grade children.

This example illustrates that a task's complexity is not necessarily

fixed, unless one can assume that all subjects will be using the same pro-

cessing strategy. This is why measures of information processing capacity

avoid items which allow "chunking" or which can-be overlearned through pri-

or experience'(e.g., Case 1975; B:Chelder & Denny, 1977a). Thus, in the'

digit-span tests, strings such as 1234 or 1980 are avoided'. Bachelder and

Denny (1977a)aso caution that the rapidity of presentation of items to be

recalled should be set at a speed such that no time is allowed for activa-
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tion of a processing strategy such as rehearsal) that would reduce the

complexity of the task.

Information Processing Capacity and Cognitive Style

Processing strategy can also be influenced by the cognitive style o

the subject (Pascual-Leone, 1969; Case & Globerson, 1974). For example,

Pascual-Leone (1969) has shown that Witkin's (1950) tvgivitive style con-

struct of Field Dependence/Independence is related to a subject's tendency

to utilize maximum information processing capacity. On tasks which requirte

a complex conceptual response, field-dependent subjects tend not to perfo m

as well as field-independent subjects. Case and GlOberson (1974) suggett

that the "kind" of field-dependent subject may be an importarK factor andli,

make a distinction between the subject who is field-dependent becaL 1 s/he

uses little processing 'capacity and the-subject who is field-dependent

because s/he is overly sensitive to misleading gestalt-like cues. The

latter kind of field-dependence may be the result of unfamiliarity with the

elements of the tas,k and hence be attributable to differences in

experience.

Grou differences in cognitive style have been cited by many research-

ers.(CastaAeda, 1976; Laosa, 1978; Laosa & De Avila, 1979; Ramirez &

Castaileda, 1974; Ramirez, CastaAeda 81 Herold, 1974; Ramirezlb Price-

Williams, 1974), and the theory has been used to explain-differences in

performance on Piagetian Conservation Tasks (Case Pascual-Leone, 1975),-

information processing capacity (Case & GlOberson, 1974), and other reason-

ing tasks (Ramirez & Castarieda, 1974). While others have argued that cog-

nitive style differences are in general related to culture (e.g., Ramirez 81

CastaAeda, 1974), research concerning group differences has been equivocal

(Oe'Avila & Duncan, 1979). Moreover, Ulibarri and Flemming (1980) reported

7
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results which contradict the cultural difference hypothesis and suggest

that cognitive style resembles more of an individual trait variable (as

opposed to an individual difference variable) in that it tends to be a

function of natural experience and simple familiarity with the task situa-

tion, indicating a tendency to be overly sensitive'to misleading cues, than

to a fapure to utilize maximum processing capacity. In this sense and for

certaill tasks, cognitive style is,talmost a direct measure of culture-

loading.

Culture-Loading and Test Bias

The results reported above are especially relevant to the issue of

culture-loading an est bias (see Jensen, 1980, (ilibarri, 1982), since, if
f 0,

it is the case that test bias means there is something in a test which

makes it easier for one.group than for another, then)t ;s possible that

this "effect" could te detected whenever differences in processing strate-

gies.occur such that differences in the amount of information that must be

processed is likely to be affected. If this is the case, it would imply

that certain tests are actually more complex for certain students.

This interpretation is consistent with the findings of greater group

differences on t'ests thatshow the highest kloadings -- i.e., are the most

complex (Jensen 1979). If individuals or groups are using different proc-

esses to solve a task, and if.the.task represents different levels of com-

plexity because of this, then different levels of 2 performance could be

affected.- That is, so-called 2. could be a function of the test's complex"-

ity as revealed by the group taking the test. In this way, observed group

differences cm 2-loaded tests may really reflect differences in task com-

plexity. Thus, if a test is more complex for one group (i.e., requires

more information to be processed), then one would expect 1) higher
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I-load-rigs and, 2) greater group differences. These results could be due

to differences in processing demand for different groups rather than to

differences in I-ability.

Stated simply, one interpretation of culture-loading is that a ta,sk or

test item is culture-loaded if different cognitive processes or processing N

strategies are likely to be used and if it has the effect of either 1) in-
-

creasing the number of discrete pieces of information that must be process-

ed by the specific group for whom the test is thought to be biased (e.g.,

by providing cues which either increase the raw number of pieces of infor-

mation that must be coordinated, or inhibiting the formation of an execu-
.

tive processing strategy), pr 2) decreasing the raw number of discrete

pieces of information relative to the group the test is thought to favor

(e.g., by providing cues which either reduce the amount of information to

be processed, or activating executive processing strategies which aid in

coordination of the information to be processed). 41ore specifically, if

greater processing demands are required in order fOr minority subjects to

attain the same level of performance on an item as majority subjects, who

are equal in processing capacity, then the item or task would be said to be

culture-loaded.

In the following, we will describe and discuss a study designed t

test the above loosely stated hypothesis that group difference can, to a

limited extent, be explained by differences in the way in which children

from different racial/ethnic groups approach or:solve testsdiffering in

levels of complexity.
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CHAPTER II

Design of the Study

Methodology

The basic methodology for this study involves a comparison of the rel-

ative contribution of four cognitive/developmental measures of performance

on a standard criterion measure of "analytic intelligence and to compare

this relative contribution between groups of subjects who received training

designed to provide the necessary executive repertoire, relevant to perfor-

mance on the criterion-measure with subjects who did not receive such

.training.

The basic hypothesis of the study is that children differ in the like-

lihood of lpplying the desired cognitive processing strategy, and that,When

this factor is controlled (through training), perfoftance on the criterion

-measure is likely to be, more similar across ethnic groups. Additionally,

it is hypothesized, that such differences result in cultural bias to the

extent that different processes are being meaSured. Stated in another way,

dulfural-loadirig on a test,is said to occur whenever a-test is measuring

'different aspects of performance. That is, when the assumption that all

children taking the.test are applying the same processing strategies is not

met, that the test is not measuring the same thing in each group.
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Subjects

The study was conducted in the Northern California Bay area. Subjects

for the study consisted of 134 Black, 83 Hispanic and 74 Anglo children in

the fourth and fifth grades. In general,.each school in the particular

district tends to be composed of one ethnic group. Thus, in order to

obtain adequate sample's of all three ethnic groups, it was necessary to in-

volve four schools in the study. Additionally, the schools tend,to be lo-

cated in different parts and hence different socio-economic segments of the

city. For example, 'Hispanic students tend to be concentrated in schools in

or near the flatland regions of the city, Black students tend to reside

nearer the hills, arid Anglo,students are concentrated more in the eastern

hills of the city. Busing provides an additional dimension to the diver-

sity of ethnic make-up in the schools. Nevertheless, in most cases: stud-

ents or different ethnic groups were ndt from the same school. In addi-

ti6n, the schools and the student populations are diverse on too many other

dimensions besides ethnicitY to consider the group comparable per se.

Thus, it was not possible to match the backgrounds of the students so that

a direct between group analysis would be interpretable.

Table 1 shows the number of subjects and average age by schdol, sex,

and race in training and control groups. The number of children in the

Ns\ training group was determined on the basis of the number of trainers avail-

'Able and 'other logistic constraints present in each school. Selection of

the Students for the training group was based on random assignment.



TABLE 1

Average Agea and Number of Sub,:ects
by School, Sex and Race In Training

and Control Groups

CONTROL

School ,Bleck
Male Female

Hispanic
Male Female

Anglo
Male Female

4

TOTAL

Age
'SO

Age
SO

,Age

SO

Age
SO
k

Age
SO

122.5 121.9
6.94 6.31
12 22

128.0 126.3
6.42 3.79
6 4

126.9 128.1
10.3 7.4

7

120.3 120.4
3.98 6.37
6 8

123.6
6.92
73

132.7 126.4
10.69 6.93
6 9

115.5
4.95
2 -0-

123.9 123.8
7.38, 11.88
9 15

125.7 125.7
8.31 11.37
6 3

125.5
9.32
50

126.0 113.0
-0- -0-

1

125.7 125.7
7.48 3.20
14 4

120.5 --

3.54
2 -0-

127.27 123.7
8.56 9.95
11 7

125.7
7.78
40 .

S.
TRAlkiNG

Age 133.0 122.1 122.0 125.3 127.0
SO 12.16 5.63 5.66 7.78, 5.66

3 ' 13 4 10 -.0- 2

Age 129.3 125.3 131.0 120.3 128.2
2 SO 11.04 -0- 9.01 8.23,8.63

.6 . 9 -0- 7 6

Age 124.4 122.7 128.2 125.7 130.3 .--
SO 11.72 8.60 7.4B 0.58 8.50

9 9 12 3 3

Age -120.5 . 122.1 122.5 . 126.2 124.1
4 SO 7.32 6.13

4 8 -0- 2 5 10

TOTAL Age 124.2 126.2 125.1
SO 8.73 8.99

61 33 34

a Age in months.
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Procedure

The procedure for conducting this study involved identifying Black,

Hispanic and Anglo students in the fourth and fifth grades who would vol-

unteer to participate in the study and for whom parent permission was ob-

tained (approximately 85 to 95%). Four schools in a Northern California

Bay Area School district were identified on the basis of ethnic composi,

tion. Students within each school were assigned to either a training or

control group through the use of a random numbers table.

In the early spring of 1980 all subjects were administered four tests:

a measure of information processing capacity, a measure of cognitive style,

a measure of sensitivity to salient but misleading stimuli, and a neo-

Piagetian measure.of intellectual development. With the exception of the

measure of tognitive style, all tests were adMinistered in a group situa-s

tion consisting of approximately 15 students per test administrator. The
0

testing sessions lasted approximately one hour each. The information pro-

cessing test and the measure of sensitivity to perceptual pull were admin-

istered together. The information processing test was administered first,

followed by the measure of sensitivity to perceptuarpull. The neo-

Piagetian developmental test was generally administered in a separate group

session. In some cases however, the test1 was administered with the two

measures described above. The individually administered measure of cogni-

tive style was administered after all other tests were completed.

Make-up tests were conducted_ for all students absent during the reg-

--iirair-testim_schedule. Test administrators had no knowledge whether a stu-

dent belo'nged to the training or control group-daring_any_of_the testing. .

Following the initial testing period, students in the,training group q

participated in eight one-hour training sessions conducted over a two week

15
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period. Again, make-up was provided so that all training group students'
o

completed the eight sessions.

Approximately one month after the initial pre-training tests, all sub-

jects were tested on the Ravens Standard Progressive Matrices according to-

the test publisher recommendation. Students in thetraining and control

groups were tested in the iame sessions.

For the Hispanic group, Spanish translatiorrwas provided for each of

the t4sts and during.the training sessions. The following will describe

the tests and the training procedure:

Criterion Tests

0

Information Processing Capacity. The Figure Intersection testo(FIT)

'was used as the criterion measure of processing capacity (Bachelder &

Denny, 1977b; Pascual-Leone 1969). In the.FIT, studerits are provided with ,

training on how to take the test. That is, to find the intersection of

vari s overlapping shapes. During the pre-training children are taught

first that size, orientation ahd juxtaposition are irrelevant factors;

.shape,is the'only relevant dimension. Second, they are taught to put a dot

in each shape that appears on the top-half of the page and then to put one

dot where.the same shapes are shown overlapping on the bottom of the page.

The FIT consists of seven subscales ranging from two to eight shapes.

It has been shown that a subjects' ability to find the intersection is lim-

ited according to the number of shapes but increases linearly,with age

(e.g., De Avila & Havassy, 1974; Pascual-Leone, ,1969; Ufibarri4 1974).

A Guttman analysis for the group in this study yielded a coefficient,

of reproducibility greater than .90 for'all groups as well reliabilities ,

(alpha) from .91 to .94.
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Cognitive Style. The Children's Embedded Figures Test (CEFT) was

adapted by Karp and Korstadt (1963, in Witkin, Oltman, Raskin & Karp, 1971)

as a measure of perceptual disembedding. The test requires students to lo-

cateka previously seen simple standard figure within a larger complex

figu.re. A score is determined by the number of first correct choices made.

Higher scores represent greater field independence. The.task requirei the

subjects to oV4ks9me-misleading cues provided by the larger, more complex

figure. The more independent a subject is from the background or field

provided by the larger figure, the more field independent the subject is

said to be (Duncan & De Avila; 1979).,

Sensitivity to Misleading Cues. Theswater level test (WLT) (Pascual

Leone, 1969, 1970) is a neo-Piagetian measure of cognitive development

(Piaget & Inhelder, 1948). Pascual-Leone (1970) has shown the task to be

highly related to both information processing capacity and cognitive style.

The.test consists of a series of illustrated bottles, against a three-

dimensional rectahgnar background. ,Subjects are told to pretend that a

picture bottle is half-full, to draw a line showing where the water-level

would be and to mark an "x" where the water would be in the bottle. The

test contains three subscales consisting of two-dimentional vertical

(right-side up- and up-side down) bottles and tilted bottles, and three

dimentitnal vertical and tilted bottles. A subjects' score is determined

according to deviations from the correct water-level line and correct

placement of the location of the water in the bottle. The test is reported

in De Avila, et al. (1976), 0libarri, (1974),, and Pascual:Leone, (1972).

o
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Developmenta.lLevel. The Cartoon Conservation Scales (CCS) (De Avila,

' 1977) isneo-Piagetian measure of intellectual development devised &bra'

Piapt,an theory.

The CCS is made up of eight subtests consisting of 4 items each for a

°total test length of 32 items. Each item of a particular subtest measures

the same,concept, each in a slightly different way, by picturing different

materials.

ficulty.

The eight subtests are listed below in order of increasing dif-

1. Conservation of Length 2. Egocentricity/Perspective

3. Conservation of Number 4. Horizontality of Water

5. Conservation of Substance 6. Conservation of Volume

7. Conservation of Distance 8. Probabifity

The Cartoon Conservation Scales consists of a cartoon-like layout,

with the problem presented in three frames on the upper portion of the page

and three alternative answer frames located on the lower half of the page.

In the first,frame of the problem set, an equality or inequality is estab-

lished. In the secord frame, an identity transformation takes place, and

in the third frame, a question of equivalence or inequivalence is posed.

Three pássible answsirs are based upon the most frequent incorrect responses

given by children of this age group. The position of the correct response

is varied across the cartoons. Also, the correct response was varied be-

tween "yes" and "no" in order to minimize the effects of "yea sayings."

Different content ,vas used for each presentation of a concept (e.g., in the

conservation orsubstance, one item used clay as the material and another

'used beans):

Strictly speaking, the Egocentricity/Perspective scale items are not

conservatiOn task'. Nevertheless, previous research has shown egocentrici-



ty items-are excellent predictors.of conservation and early formal opera-

tions. In an egocentricity/perspective item, children are asked to deal

with the problem of shifting perspective or point-of-view as represented in

Is

three dimensional space.,

Analytic Intelligence

The.Raven's Standard Pro9resSive Mitrices was the criterion measure of

anilytic ability. The test has been used eactensivel'y in the literature and
. .

.. . -.

so is onbiie.fly described here. According to Jens*1 (374a) the'Raven
. . ,

/- .

test is a relatively cUlture-free test. Ite.test consists of-5 subscales

of.12 itenis each. The task is to identify the miSsingelement out of a

possible six or.eight alternatives. Eich item consists of a.pattern or

sequence.of filures. "The subject must determine (i.e., abstract) a general

rule which, when applied, will lead to selection of the correct 'response
4

from the.liossible lternatives. BacimWer and Denny (1979) have shown this,

test to be hiqp correlated with the FI about .71).

Training

The following is a brief,overview.of the training procedures. Follow-

ing this, a more detailed description of each of the training exercises is

presented. The purpose, of the training was to provide the children with
4

the requirWexecutive (ike., cognitive) repertoire of experiences.neces-
,

sary to perform:on the Raven's progressive materials(e.g., see

Feurenstein, 1979).. This is analogous to what De Avila and Havassy (1974)

termed experimental repertoire control and What Spearman and Wynn-Jones

(1951, in Hunt, 1974) termed fundaments, thot is, controlling for factors

considered relevant to taking a test; Without such control, there is a

question of whether the test is being,idenistered.fairly, or to put it

another way, whether'the test is likely to measure the same thing for all

1,9
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children taking the test. Generally, the requtrement that all children be

engaged in the test in the same way, and that they have had equal exposure

and opportunity to learn the prerequisite for taking a test, is assumed.

. Ten test"administrators and eight trainers were used for the study.

Administrators and trainers received training on how to administer each of
-

the tests, and on how to conduct the training. The training lasted approx-

imately three full days and consisted of practice taking and administering

each of the tests. All test administrators and trainers were college Stu-
t7

dents and some held graduate level degree, all but one had prior experience-

testing young children.

The training consists of 12 paper and pencil exercises (see Appendix

A) administered over an eight day period. The,training varied in time from

one-half hour to one full hour. The size of the training groups varied

from 8 to 12 students per trainer. In each case-children were required to

woisk on each exercise until it was completed. Only then, were they ablowed ,

to Ontinue on to the next exercise. Some children moved faster than

others, but in no case way a child dropped from,the training. Children

completing the exercises with little difficulty were simply excused while

additional help was provided to otherS. The exercises are summarized in

Table 2'together with the day-to-day schedule. Following Table 2 is a more

detailed description of the training exercises. The training exercises are

based primarition the war* of Feurenstein (1979) and borriow heavily from

his research and training.

Dail (Pre-Training): The implementation of the exercises began with

a review of two of the pre-training tests: the CEFT and the WLT. While

this activity was considered beneficial to'the overall goals of the train-

ing,Ats basic purpose was to get to know the children and to point out the
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TABLE 2.

Summary of Training Activities and Skill or Problem Area Addressed

0 y Exercise - Skill or Problem Area Addressed

I Review of CEFT and WLT. Demonstration of errors and effect

of misleading cues.

2d3 1112 - Mediated Learning: Subject must find the Ability to categorize, gathering '
_

object that is the same as the model object information from two sources, apply-

according to the criterion given (Subjects pro-

ceed when they pess criterion test). Exercises

ing analytic processing strategies,

focusing on task instructions, de-!

2 and, 3 are the same but increase in complexity fining problem, ignoring Jrreievant

(1.e.;,-criteria). but salient visual information and

inhibiting impulsive behavior.
.

31.4 - Dots Training Sheet: Subject must oonnect Practice in visual transport, form-

seven dots to complete a square and triangle ing visual structures,.using plan-

shape. ned behavior, organizing informa-

tion, gathering precise data, over-

coming distracting cues, and forming

wholes from parts.

.

5d6 - Figure Completion: Subject must find the Pr tice In visual transport, com-

pert that is missing and complete the figure. eting patterns, and paying atten-
-l

Pattern Completion: Subject must complete a tion to detail. Acuity In visual

pattern to look identical to a model pattern, perception, comparative behavior,

and pattern recognition.

.

.

7d8 - Coibining Patterns: Subject must combine Visual transport (more complex),

combining pattern features, acuitypatterns In either an additive or subtractive
..

manner. In visual perception. Abstracting

relationships, applying relation-

ships.

9 - Analogies: Subject must abstract the rola- Transfer of learning to unique

tionship and apply it to complete the matrix. problems.

Analogies criterion test. ,

101.111.12 - Two by Three Analogies: Three by Abstracting relationships fnom two

Three Analogies (Matrices). Metrices-crItrion sourdes of Information in two dlrec-

tst. tions, applying analytic processing.

Transfer of training to novel prob-

lems. .
.

,



types of errors and answers given by the children. The CEFT and .WLT tests

were chosen because of the nature of the tests in terms of providing mis-

1
leading but salient cues. An actual bottle half-filled with water was also

used as a demonstration of the WLT task.

During this pre-training period children were asked to provide their

own answers and to discuss them with each other. For the WLT task, chil-

dren were asked to go to the blackboard and.draw their solution (i.e., the

water level line and location of the water in the bottle). Alternative so-
.

lutions were also asked for until about three or four different solutions_

were obtained. A tally was then made to see which solution was preferred.

The actual bottle providid the correct answer, to the surprise of many

children and one adult observer.

Day 2 & 3 (Mediated Learning): This was by far the most extensive

part of the training and will be explained in some detail so that the read-

er can get a 'flavor for the training. The first part of training consisted

of an exercise conducted.by the adult trainer in interaction with the"

children.

Mediated learning means that there is an interaction between the

trainer and the student. That is, the child actively participates in the

training. The trainer merely acts as an "adult" mediator who is there to

provide direction, place emphasis on certain features and point out errors,

and correct respensei. Thus, the trainer must see that each child Per rms

the task in the context of a discussion on how to solve it. In each taS

the child first attempts to solve the problem, then lt is solved by the

group. Incorrect responses are crossed out and, correct responses made.

. The training is 'designed to develop in the child the appropriate experi-
_

.
.

.

ences for dealing with the task,

22
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The first exercise consists of 25 cards (see Appendix B). Each carda :-

has, a model figure in the upper left corner. Under the model figure is,a'

particular dimension label such as "color", "shape", "size" and "pattern."

The task is to match-or find the object that'is most like the model accord-

ing to the dimension (i.e., criterion) given. Each child is checked to see

that the task has been successfully completed before proceeding to the next

card. The cards are in the following order:. color (items), shape, size

and pattern. (Extra cards are available for each criteria in case a child

has.difficulty.): The children are_ told+the directions and then asked to

name the,dimension or criteriathat_is being looked for. The children then

mark a'"+" sign in the box next to theone they think is correct. The

trainer then goes through eath response eliciting from the child why it is

correct or-incorrect. After all the cards are_complete, the children are

gtven a criterion mastery test to check for transfer. It consists of three

items from each dimension for a total of 12 items. When the children are

able-to 'pass all twelve, they go to exercise 2. De following is an exam-

ple of the dialogue provided to the trainers:

Dtrections: Say to the childreni "I aigoing to pass out some
book ets that are full of pictUres of figures (shapes)._ In the
top left corner (pointing) you will see a figure (triangle) and
word printed below it (color).. The game is to find the figure

from below that is.like the figure in the corner. The word
tells you how the figures should be the same. The rule for the
game is to Use the'lvord to find the figure that is like the one
in the corner: +When yoU find the figure (shape) you should put
a "plus" in the box below it. O.K., lets try one. Remember,
look at the corner figure, and the word, then find the .one that
is-the same according to what the word says: Mark epluS in the
box under the one you choose,- O.K., the first one says color.
We mist find one from the bottom that is like the corner figure
_in "color". What is the color of the top figure? Right it's
white. ,So what.are we looking for? _Of the children say "white
triangle", correct them-by asking ff the word says triangle or
just color. Emphasize that color is the rule (criteria). and
that shape doesn't count; only what is given in the "word"
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counts.) Have the children mark an answer, then proceed as
follows.

O.K., is the first one (point) the one we are looking for?
(pause) No. Why? Right, because it's the wrong color (if a
child says it is correct because it has color, point out that
white is also a color and we are looking for something white).
Next, sky: what about the middle one? Right, it's the same
color. But, before you make a "plus" we should check the last
one just in case. Right, it's not the same color so it must be
the middle one. So everyone put a "+" in the box below the
middle figure.

Following the first exercise children are given a criterion test con-

sisting of 12 items similar to those provided in the training. When chil-

dren have completed the ciiterion test without error, they are given exer-

sjse 2. This exercise differs in that two dimensions (e4., color and

shape) are given as criteria. When this is completed without errors then ,

the children mOve.tó exercise 3.

Day 4 (Dots training sheet): (from Feurenstein, 1979) The dots

training sheet consists of a pre-training part and one exercise. In the

pre-training children are first shown how to connect four dots to make a

Square and three dots to make a triangle. Next, the four dots and three

dots are juxtaposed in the same picture frame and gradually shown close

together in subsequent frames until they overlap. The dots forming the

square are at first larger than those forming the triangle. By the last

row of framet they are the same size.

The difficulty of the task, of course, increasesai the dots become

the same size and as the dots forming the square and those forming the tri-

angle overlap.. Following training, children are given a mastery tett 'con-

sisting of 19 smaller dotted frames. For some children the task was merely

a challenge, while forotherS it was extremely difficult.

The purpose of the dots task is, in part, to provide fun on an ini-

tially easy task, and according to Feurenstein (1979) to provide the chil-

.
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dren with experieke in visual transport f9rming visual structures, orga-

nizing information, gathering precise data, overcoming distracting cues and

forming wholes from parts. However, criterion mastery of this task was not

required. ,

.-

Day 5 (Figure and pattern completion): These task's can be found in

Feurenstein (1979). They differ only in that additional figures are inr

volved. In both tasks the probldm is to complete a model (criterion) fig-

ure. The difference is_that in figure comPletion, a partially completed

model figure (e.g., spare, circle, star) is provided together with alterna-
,

tive "parts" of which only one completes the figure. The child must select

the correct part. In the pattern completion task, a more complex Model

figure is shown together with a partially completed figure.- The task is to

draw in the missing parts so that the partially completed figure is similar

to the model or criterion figure. The figure completion task contains pat-,

terns that are found in the Ravens test.

Again, according to Feurenstein, these exercises provide practice in

visual transport, fi-gural and pattern completion, paying attention to

detail, acuity in visual Perception and comparative behavior. Subjects

completed 12 items on the figure completion and 8 items on the pattern com-

pletion tasks. If errors were made, they were pointed out, and the student

asked to do them over.

pax 6 (Combining patterns and analogies): The purpose of this day's

training was to provide children, with experience ln combining andsubtract-

ing patterns in order to obtain a new pattern. This skill or strategy is

then applted to solving figure analogy problems.

The combining patterns task consists Of two types of items (4 each).

The first involves visually adding two patterns (i.e., overlapping) and se:

25



lecting from four alternatives the one that would resplt. The second

involves determining what pattern would remain if part of the pattern were

removed.

In the visual analogies task the child is presented with a 2 x 2

matrix in which a figure is missing. The task is to select the missing

ffgure out of six alternatives. The child must "abstract" a relaticinship

from the three figures and apply it to one of the alternatives in order to

select the correct answer. There are three patterns (i.e., relationships)

consisting of, four items each for a total of 12 items.

Day 7 (Analogies Criterion Task): This task is simply a more complex

version of the previous analogies task. Eight items are given, each of

which involves different patterns and somewhat different relationships.

Subjects complete this task until reaching 100% mastery. It is the only

task given this day and individual help is provided. Aside from the dots

exercise, this was the first really difficult task.

Day 8 (2 x 3 and 3 way analogies, and matrices criterion task): Two

by three analogies simply involve an extra pattern in the first row of

2 x 2 analogy. However, the children are asked to "draw" the correct

answer rather than to select from alternatives. The task appeared easier

than 2 x 2 described above. There are 12 items in the task.

The 3 x 3 analogies or matrices problem consists of four sets of items

with six alternatives for each set. The task is to select one of the six

alternatives in order,to complete the matrix.

In the matrices criterion task, there are eight items. The child is

asked to draw the correct solution that will complete each matrix. In all

of these tasks children are required to attain at least 80% mastery and

are provided help-(i.e., hints) in order to derive the correct solution.

26
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS: EFFECTS OF TRAINING

Test Performance and Effects of Training

Results of the effects of training presented in this chapter are orga-

nized into four sections. The first section examines the relationstiips be-

tween the various tests for Control group students. The second section

concerns test performance of both Training and Control group,students on

the Figure Intersection Test (FIT) as a measure of information processing

capacity (i.e., M-level). Following the criterion set by Bereiter and

ScardaMilia (1979) results for students who achieve an M-level of zero or

greater is presented together with an analysis of group comparisons on

M-level.

The third section presents results and analysis-of training effects

for all students obtaining a minimum processing capacity of zero. In this

section item difficulties are presented and training effects are examined

for the Raven total score, Raven subscales (i.e., published Raven "sets"),

and theoretical subscales constructed by grouping items of the same pro-

cessing requirements (i.e., M-demand).

The fourth section focuses on the effects of training when processing

capacity is taken into account. In thisisection only subjects whose pro-



cessng capacity is equal to or greater than the processing demands of the

items are examined. Results are presented for the Raven total score and

the theoretical subscales.

Results for students obtaining an M-level greater than or equal to

zero and for those matched with the processing demands of the test are pre-

sented so that a complete picture of test performance and the effects of

tminin s obtained. However, since subjects shoUld have the minimum pro-

cessing capacity for training to be effective in the first place (Case,

-0 1974), matching subjects' processing capacity to processing demands is the

Main focus of this study.

Relationship Among Tests

The results of the pre-training tests for the training and control

groups are,given in Table 3. The pre-training tests include the Childrens

Embedded Figures Test (CEFT), the Water Level Test (WIT), the Figure Inter-

section Test (FIT), and the Cartoon Conservation Scales (CCS). Observation

of the results indicate that there is little difference between Training

and Control Groups fOr Blacks and a slight difference on the CEFT for the

Hispanics. For the Anglo sample there is an apparent trend in favor of the

control group. In-or\del\to examine performance on the pre-tests, a post

hoc analysis was performeeusing multiple t-test confidence intervals with
\

the Type I error controlled bydividing the alpha level across the four

comparisons in each race (i.e., in/4 .01). The computations for the con-

fidence intervals were performed acccTding to Marascuilo (1971, p. 323).

The results four the one Hispanic and the four Anglo comOarisons are summar-

ized in Table 4. All other means reported\ih Table 3 are of such small

magnitude (i.e., of no educational significanc) as to not warrant test-,

ing.

t.10"
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TABLE 3
Average Test Scores and Standard Devlate9me
for Training and Control Group on the CEFT

WLT, CCS, FIT and Raven by Group

Black
Traln Control

Hispanic ,
Traln Control

Anglo _

Train Control

CEFT X 18.9 19.3 17.6 19.7 20.4 22.4SO 4.24 4.21 5.67 5.85 4.25 3.75
WLT x ,9.1 8.4 11.7 11.0 11.4 13.7SO 4.05 4.04 4.41 4.49 4.43 4.07
CCS -ii. 19.4 19.1 19.5 19.6 21.4 23.3SO 4.91 5.43 4.02 5.02 6,-63 4.77
FIT 5i 17.1 16.8 19.5. 20.8 22.1 23.5SD 7.13 9.91 9.79 9.65 9.28 8.36
Rivn 7 35.6 28.2 34.2 30.0 41.4 37.4SD 10.22 10.37 12.13 10.50 6.56 9.21

I

"N 61 73 3.3 50
.
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TABLE 4
Multiple Comparisons Between Trsatment and

Control Groups on Pr.-Training Tests
for Blacks, Hispanics and Anglos

Comparlson
(Control-Trsatesnt)

,

A
T

SE;15

LL UL

Hispanic (df=81)
.

. 'CEFT 2.1 1.2963 -1.32 5.52

Anglo (df=72)
CEFT 2.0 .93001 -.464 4.46
MLT 7.3 .98876 -.320 4.92

. CCS 1.9 1.32922 -1.62 5.42
FIT 1.4 2.05123 -4.04 6.84

act',
S2 + S2

N
1
+ N2 - 2

S2 (N1-1)S21 + (N2-1)522

1
N2

a
< .01, two tallod. df N

I
+ N 2 -2 0I detereined for

4

'CI 0" +T(SE4 ): for Hispanics Th. critical walls. for T=2.64 and
T T

for Anglos T=2.65

(Marascullo, I97), p. 323)
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The results shown in Table 4 indicate that there are no significant

differences between Training and ContrOl 'groups on any of the tests compar- -

ed. Thus, the randomization procedure for seleciing treatment and Control

students was effective. Nevertheless, the consistent trend demonstrated in

the Anglo'groUps should serve as a caveat in later diScussions.

In the following an-examination is made of the relationship betweel

the pre-training tests and the Raven. This includes a comparison.of the

pattern of correlations among the tests in the control groups for each

race:

Intercorrelations Among Tests

Previous research (e.g.; Bereiter and cardamalia, 19791 Case &

Globerson, 1974) indiCates that performance on cognitive style, cognitive

developmental and analytic intell4gence measures are related to a subject's

tendancy to use a large central computing space (M-space) in approaching a

cognittve task..

Specifically bereiter and.Scardamalia (1979) report a Pearson correla-

tion of .71 between one version of the FIT and the Raven Progressive

matrices in an Anglo sample.. They conclude that the Raven and the FIT are

essentially measuring the same construct i.e., information processing capa-

city.

Similarly,.Case and Globerson (1974), preseni empirical evidence in

support of the notion that disembedding situations (i:e., CCFT) require a

relatively large amount of central compuitng space in order to solve the

task. According to Case and Globerson, a moderate correlation is to be ex-
,

pected between",measures such as the CUT, Raven and FIT tests.

De Avtla and Havassy (1974) and Pascual-Leone (1969) demonstrated that

performance on neo-piagetian developmental measures is related to both



information processing capacity and cognitive style. In particular,

Pascual-Leone argues that a snbstantial proportion of the variance on

. developmental and cognitive style measures is due to their shared variance

with'information-processing capacity.
I IL

Given this information one would expect a pattern or correlations in

which at least a moderate relattonship would be exhibited between all of

the pleasures used in this study; In particular, however, a fairly strong

correlation would be expected between the FIT and the Raven

Since i'major hypothesis of this Study is that culture-loading may oc-
.

cur whenever a test is not measuring the, same underlying construct in

diverse groups, and that this is a source of bias in tes: performance, it

"would be interesting to examine the interrelations between.the tests.

If the Raven test exhibits a cultural-bias (i.e., is culture-loaded) theh

one would expect that the pattern of correlations would not be the same for

diverse ethnic groups.

'The Pearson correlation matrix for Black, Hispanic and Anglo control

group subjects,is shown in Table 5. While it is r:ecognized that the three

groups are not considered comparably, it should be pointed out that whatev-

er differences existinb between the groups is manifest in the pattern of

correlations and reflects each group's characteristics as they normally

exist in public sehools: As such, a comparison of the pattern of correla

tions is meaningful to the extent that it reflects such differences.

The correlations in Table 5 indicate that,the relationship between the

tests is similar in that all correlations are significant. lioWevee, corre-

lations with age are significaht in only the Anglo group. Moreover, the

pattern of correlations, as well as the magniiude, is somewhat different.

In purticuldr,,the correlation between the TIT and Raven for the Anglo

V,
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Table. 5

Pearson Correlation CoeffiCients imong Age, CEFT,
WIT, CCS, FIT and Raven Tests 4for

Hispanic and Anglo Control Students

CONTROL GROUP STUDENTS

I AGE CEFT WLT I CCS j FIT

1Iack (nag73, If r 5. .19, p ,c... 05).
.

CEFT '.12

WIT .11 -.31

CCS .05 .20 .33

FIT .12 .56 .47 .27 ,

RAVEN .12 .43 .43 .56 .48

Hispantc(1=50, If r > .23, p < .05)
,

CiFT .54

WLT -.03 .27

CCS .16 .30 ..27.

FIT .01 .30 .43 .42

RAVEN .06 .33 ,.37 .55 . 9'

Anglo n.40, If r > .26,A) < .05)
-

CEFT - .37,
WIT .21 .54

CCS _ .40 .58 .66

FIT .36 :47 .56 .54

RAVEN 432 ..60 .57 .57- .71



group is sfgnifically different than that for the Black and Hispanic groups

,.,(p<.05). This result- suggests that the Raven (or the FIT) may be measuring

. something different in, the minority groups. This is examined in the fol-

lowing section.

Factor Analysts

ple way to examine the pattern of correlatfons is through factor anal-

ysis. By reducing the number of variables to a sMaller set, one may exam-
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ine the interrelationship between the tests and infer the source of the

variance accounting for the observed interrelations in the data. As was

suggested in the'above discussion, it is expected that there is a common

source of variance underlying performance on.all the tests. ,In addition,

it is hypothesized that there is an additional source of variability not

really.related to what the test is infended to measure. This adOitional

source, or factor, is hypothesized to contribute to the culture-loading in

a test.

Jensen (1980) demonstrated the utility of a factor analytic approach

in examinations of testIdas. Audifference exists here, however, in that a

theoretical rationale has been provided which suggests that the test admin-

istered would be applicable to a factor analytic approach. That is, there---

is an underlying communality in test performance due to information pro-_

cessing capacity and an intervening or common extraneous source dueto the

processing strategy aipplied: One would expect then that an additional, or

culture-loading factor, would emerge for the' minority groups and thattests

susceptable to this "bias factor" would 'load appreciably 'On this factor.

Themetiod_of factor analysis applied is the principal factor solution

with varimak rotation. This method was selected because it replaces the

main diagonal elements of the correlation matrix with communalit)vestimates
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And thus automatically produces so-called inferred factors.. Table 6 shows

the results of the.factor analysis for control group students in each

ethnic group.

: Table 6 shows the first principAl factor (unrotated) for each ethnic
. .

group Andthe,rotated. fAttor matrix. ,tor ..the Bladk.and'Hispanit groupi,two

factors were extracted and rotated. The Anglo group, however,,. revealed

only the first principal comPonent and thus no rotation was necessary.

.Table 6 also shows the commUnalities for each variable (i.e.,'the total

proportiOn of variance in eadh Variable accounted for by the factors).

, The mere fact.that the number of factors extracted for the minority

groups differs from that of the Anglo group ihdtcates that something dif-

ferent is measured in the combined set of variables. The discussion.pro-

vided above suggests that a common source of the variance in the set of

variables is due to information processing capacity. .Thus we would expect

that at' least one of the factors would represent this construct.

It is fairly clear that for gloouptheOhi factor extracted

represents i _ormat' processing capacity. All of the variables except

age load heavily on this factor. It is noted, too, that age; which is also

correlated with-information processing capacity (i.e.,-it is a developmen-

tal variable), has a restricted variance due to the nature of the sample,

i.e., fourthAnd fifth graders. Thus, the main source of variability,

then, for the Anglo grouvis exactly what would be expected from_the bat-.

tery of tests given.

The minority group factor analyses are not so ,clear in terms of label-

'ing the factors. It Was expetted-that.a factor'retiresenting processing:.

strategy would emerge. The unrOtated first Trincipal component for each of

the minority groups differs from that of the Anglo group in that the load-



TABLE 6
Principle-Factor Solution, Factor Analysis with Varimax

Rotation of CEFT, MLT, CCS, FIT, Raven and Age for
steik, Hlspanic and Anglo.Cdatral Groups,

BLACKS (Number of Factors a2)

Unrotated Rotated Factors

2

Communality

H2

.389686

.35804

.39724

.84028

.67548

.24289 .

.,c.

Variabls
.CCS

1
MLT

CEFT
FIT
Raven
Age

4

HISPANICS

Factor
F;;;Or 1

.53207 .19491
..

.59115 .41239

Factor

.59304

.42775

'.57317 .60677 .17051

.14056

.69558
.78198 .90583
,78366 .43778-

.33576 ..02296

(Number of Factors n2)

.49280

.

Unrotate&
1st Factor

Rotated Factors., Communality

'H2Factor 1 Factor 2

CCS ,70732 .73391 .13058 .55783

MLT .55202 .46183 .2641,3 .28306

CEFT .565-88 .36044 .51280 .39288

FIT .65396 .63773 .20049 :41689

Raven .71721 .79232 .05516 .63082

Age .47371 .04870 -.877E16 .77302

ANGLOS (Number of Factors .wl)

Unrotatad
1st Factor

Communality.

. H2

-CCS .80164 .64263

WLT :73386 ..53854

CEFT .71676 .51374

FIT .40227 .58105

Ravn .8130D .66097

Age :32175 .10352

44
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ings are lower due to the additional factor. Moreover, the communalities

indicate that, in general, a greater proportion of the variance in each--

variable is accounted for by a single factor in the Anglo group than is

explained withtwq f ori in the minority.group.
, . .

The results ha rotated factor- .Matrix show that the. Raven fest ts

loaded on both factors in the Black sample but on only one factor in the

Hispanic sample. This suggests that the nature of culture-loading hypoth-
,

esized.in_this study is not reflected as much with the Hispanic group, at

least with the set of variables included in the analysis. Thus, while a

second factor emerged; the Raven test did not load appreciably on this fac-

tor, and consideration of the results for Blacks and Hispanics must be con-

sidered separately.

A possible interpretation of the results for Blacks is that the first

rotated factor represents a processing strategy factor while the second

represents an analytic ability or processing capacity-factor. The ration-
.

"ale for this interpretation is the fact that the FIT and Raven are loaded

on different factors. Moreover, the CEFT also loads more heavtly on the

factor defined primarily by the FIT.

The theoretical discussion provided above suggested that the set of

tests have information processing capacity in common.- However, the tests

also have a cognitive style factor in common. Cognitive style is known to

effect performance on information processing tasks and analytic tasks which

require a disembedding solution (Case 8 Globerson, 1974). Thus, the inter-

pretation of the hrst factor as a processing strategy factor is consistent
;

with this expectation. Additionally; theCCS also loads primarily on the

2nd factor defined by the Raven. The one curious result is the rather

moderate loading of the FIT on factors defined by the Raven.
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The results-for-the Hispanics are clearer. For example, the first ro-

tated factor can be identified as an analytic or information processing

factor. The second factor is defined by age and the CEFT. The WLT and the

FIT load,only moJerately on thit factor. The important thing to note is .

'that.while there is an additional factor assoCiated With processing.ttrati-

gy, the Raven did not load on this factor. .Nevertheless, cognitive-style

did not show the same relationship in the battery of tests. This indicates

that it is a source of variance between subjects (i.e., age groups) but is

not necessarily related to performance on the Ravin as WAS expected.

The factor analyses indicate that the main difference in patterns of

correlations is age related. The correlation-k'matrices indicated this and

the factor analysis demonstrated it. In general, it appears that the Black

and Anglo group differ most in terms of variables, related to Raven test
-

performance while the Hispanics are somewhat similar to the Anglo group.

Two factors did 'emerge for the minority groups, and only one for the

Anglos.

In the following, the results of the FIT test as a measure of informa-

tion processing level (M-level) and the effect of training on Raven test

performance are presented. Following this is an item analysis of the Raven

and an examination of the cOture-loading hypothesis.
,s

Information Processing Capacity

Information processing capactty or M-level is defined as the number of

discrete pieces et information that can be processed simultaneously. The

set measure of M-lever is the Figure Intersection Test (FIT, Pascual-
411.

Leone, 1969). Scoring for the FIT to obtain a subject's M,-Level followed

the procedures descrfbed by Bereier and SCardamalia (1979). Inthis-pro-

cedure the percentage-of correct responses on each FIT'subscale are summed

e?'
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and a.constant of 1.5 is subtracted from the total. The result is the sub-.

ject's ."M-Tivel."

Some subjects will obtain an M-level less than zero when this proce-

dure is used. Subjeas obtaining M-levels less than zero are thought to'

have done so becauSe of tnatientivness,or failure to 'grasp the'task in-

structions (Bereiter & Scardamalid, 1979). Consequently, following the

precedent established by Bereiter and Scaradamalia, such subjects are

dropped from the analysis. The results of M-livel assignments are given in

Table 7, together with the number of subjects obtaining an M-level of less

than one for eaCh group.

,Table 7 shows the nbmber and percentage of students obtaining a given

M-level greater than zero on the FIT.' The results are roughly equivalent

to what would be expected for subjects of this age group (Case, 1972). The

mean M-level rank, average M-level, stan8ard deviation and median M-level

for Black, Hispanic and Anglo subjects are shown at the bottom of the

Table.

In order to test for group differences in the distribution of.M-levels,

a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance on the ranks (following the

cell-means procedure described by Marascuilo and Levth (1976) was perform-

ed on the ranks.with planned comparisdni on selected groups. The

cell-means mddel of analysis allows for tests of hypotheses normally

associated with either a nested analysis (i.e., between treatments within

race) or.a fullycrossed analysts. (i.e., interaction). The cell-means

model is basically a one-way analYsis of variance 'in which each group is

treated is a single block. This results in six groups defined as follows:

one group each for Brack,'Hispanic and Anglo Training groups and one each

for Black, Hispanic, and Anglo Control groups.



Table

M-Levela Distribution .by Treatment Group for
Black Hispanic ancl.Anglo Groups

M-Lsvel

I

HiseBlack

Train
enic

Control
Anglo

Train Control Train Control
N $ N % N % N N % N %

0 6 10.3 13 20.6 3 10.3 1 2.3 1 3.2 A 2.6

1 13 22.4 7 11.1 2 6.9 5 11.4 2 6.5 4 10.5

2 16 27.6 9 14.3 4 13.8 7 15.9 3 9.7 1 2.6
.,

, .

12 20.7 13 20.6 6 20.7 6 13.6 7 22.6 7 18.4

4 7 12.1 8 12.7 7 24.1 12 27.3 6 19.4
.

AI 28.9
.

5 4 6.9 12 19.0 7 24.1 9 20.5 9 29.0 12 31.6

6
,

0 0 1 1.6 o 0 4 9.1 3 9.1 2 5.3

,

N 58 , 63 29 44 31 38

Maar Rank 169.16 . 126.24 100.48 150.29 111.88 98:38

M < 0
N., 3 10 4 6 3, 2

Mean 2.41

_

3.36 3.75
SD 1.636 1.602 . 1.499

Medlan
_N 121 73 c,69

0M-Level - 1.5, PI = Percent Items correct on FIT subscales
(BersIter & ScardamalIa, 1979)
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Nine contrasts were computed-for comparisons between Training and Com-

trol-groups in,each ethnic greup (3), between Black-Anglo and Hispanic-

Anglo within Training and Control groups (4), and tWo interaction contrasts

comparing the differences to4tween the Training and Control groups for Black

and Hispanic with the difference between the Anglo Training Control groups.
-

The planne'd contrasts were computed according to the prOCedureS described "

in Marascuilo and McSweeney (1977). Since both the full nested analysis

and the fully crossed analysis allow for an overall .15 type I.error rate

(alpha), this error rate was distributed across the nine contrasts using

probalities obtained from Dunn's (1961) table of critical values. With

this procedure each contra-st is tested at an alpha level of .0167. -Table 8

presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis analysis on the ranks.

Of.the nine contrasts 'shown in Table 8, two are significant. These

involved the comparisons between Black vs. Anglo Training and Control

groups. .Direct interpretation is difficult because of the confounding of

school attended, socio-economic status and male-female distributions in

'each ethnic group. In addition, the factor for the Black students in the

sample suggests that the FIT test may not be measuring the same thing in

each group. The comparisons were performed to examjne the distributions of

the samples in the study and are not amenable to generalizations beyond

this purpose.

Analysis of the Raven Test

There are sixty items in the Raven test. 'The items are grouped into

five subscales of 12 items each. Each item within a subscale becomes pro-

gressively more difficult as does each successive subscale. The subscales

are also dependent upon different cognitive processes. That is, different



Table 8

Kruskal-Wallis a Priori Contrastsa
between Slocted Pairwlse Groups on M-Level

Comparison

:'T SEAL)
T

LL UL

T
1:

Black Training
vs. Control

18.869 13.6386 -13.7272 51.4652

,

T .1. Hispanic Training
vs. Control

14.366 17.9266 .-28.4786 57.2106

T . Anglo Training
vs. Control

2.102
.

18.1391 -41.2385 45.4425

114' . Black Training .

vs. Anglo Training
68.671 16.6749 28.8180 108.5240*

T5: ) Hispanic Training
vs. Anglo Trailning

25.757 19.3624
.

-20.5191 72.0331,

T 6'
Black Control vs.
Anglo Control

51.618
.

15.3944 14.8254 88.4106*

T7: Hispanic Control
vs. Anglo Control

13-.493 16.5978 -26.1758 53.1618

Ts: T1 - 4,3 ,(interection) 16.767 22.6948 -37.4336
a

71.0076

Tso T2 - Ts (interaction) 12.264 25.5027 -48.6875 73.2155

a Corrected for tle values, II 2.9708 (Marascullo E. McSweeney, 1977)

bTDunnw= 2.39, Q 9, total an .15

* Statisticalty significant 0= .017
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cognitive processess may effect the complexity of the item in terms of the

. amount of information that must be processed im order to correctly solve

the item. For example, the easier subscales can be solved by a global or

_visual processing strategy, while later subscales e dependent more on an

analytic processing strategy. .According to Bereiter and Scirdamalia

(1979), there are 4 least three fattors Which effect the difficulty. level.
.

of Raven items. The three strategies are summarized in the following:

1. Analytic Strategy: Three types 9f problems are identified which

are a function of whether the item type fnvolves a) pattern repe-

tition, b) elements permuted, or 3) progressions.

2. Perceptual Factor: Influences the difficulty level of an item in

an undetermined way; the item may be made easier or more difficult

depending on the nature of the perceptual factor and that of the

item. Perceptual factors are grouped under a) Gestalt effects'and

b) embedding of figures.

"Copy Strategy:" This is simply a Means by which subjects. compare

, consecutive figures to determine the closest match. This strategy

was identified on the basis of subjects' eye movements.-

The.theoretical discussion provided in Chapter I leads to the predic-

tion that traihing would have a greater effect on the more difficult items
\

(i.e., those involving more complexity) and on those items involving per-

ceptual factors. 4 is hypothesited that non-trained minority subjects

tend to respond more'to perceptual factors then do their Anglo counter-

parts. For complex taSks, a perceptual processing strategy would'require
,

more processing capacity on the part .of the subject in order to overcome

the distraction caused by the misleading but salient perceptual factors.

For this reason, 'it is hypothesized that many students perform poorly on
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analytic and disembedding processing tasks. The question thus becomes one

of removing these differences so that assessment of thetdesired character-
.

iStics can be made. The research questions to be examined in this.part of

the study are summarized in the following:
0

Ho: Training will have a positive effect on test performance for
c

. each ethnic group;.however, the change.(i..e.,.gain5) will be

-greater for minority subjects.

Ho: Training.will have its greatest effect on the most difficult

subscales of the Raven (difficulty based.on percent passing ).

Ho: Training will have its greatest effect on the most complex

Raven test items (complexity defined in terms of item

processing demands).

Ho: Raven test items identified, a-priori, as culture-loaded will

show a greater effect due to training than items nut

identified as culture loaded. That is, training will have the

greatest effect on the items identified as culture-loaded.

Results

Percentage passing each Raven item,-average smbscale and Raven total

score are provided in Table 9 for each ethnic group. There are 216 means

provided in Table 9. Of initial interest are Raven total,test and mean

subscale scores. From fable 9 it can be seen thatethe average difference

between all subjects in the training and control groups for Blacks,

Hispanics, and Anglos is 7.4, 4.2 and 3.9 repectively.for the Raven total.

These results represent the performance of all subjects regardless of

.M-level. The analyiis reported below, however, is restricted to perfor-

mance of subjects obtaining an M-level of 'at least zero for reasons discus-

sed earlier, so that the results will be Consistent with the item analysis
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TABLE 9
Item Difficulties (Percent Passing) on Raven

Te t items for Black, HISpanl, and Anglo Contrml
and Training Groups

Black Students .

45

Co troi- - Tr/1.11_9.11n

Percen StandardPerCeht tandard
Item Passing Deviation Item Passing Deviation
R1 1.0000 0.0 R1 0.9836 0.1280
R2 1.0000 0.0 R2 1.0000 0.0
R3- 0.9726 .1644 R3 1.0000 0.0
R4 1.0000 0 0 R4 1.0000 0.0
R5 0.9041 D. 963 R5 0.9836 0.1280

: R6 0.9.041 0. 965 R6 1..0000 0.0
R7' 0.6164 - 0.4 96 .R7.. 0.8033, 0.4088
R8 0.38 2 Rt 0.8325 0.3576
R9
R10

0.7260
0.5890

0.4401
9.495

R9
R10

0.9016
0.7049

0.3003
0.4599

R11- 0.4110' 0.4954 R11 0.5738 0.4986
R12 0.1781 0.3852 R12 0.3934 0.4926
ASUB 9.1370 1.9601 ASUB 10.1803 1.4777
R13 0.9863 0.1170 \ R13 0.9836 0.1280
R14 0.8904 0.3140 \ R14 0.9508 0.2180
R15 0.7671 0.4256 \ R15 0.8197 0.3877
R16 0.6575 0.4778 R16 0.8689 0.3404
R17 0.6027 0.4927 R17 0.6066 0.4926
R18 0.4521 00011 R18 0.6066 0.4926
R19 0.4247' 0.4977 R19 0.6393 .0.4842
R20 0.4110 0.4954 R20 0.6230 0.4887
R21 0.4384 0.4996 R21 0.6885 0.4669 .
R22 0.5205 0.5030 R22 0.8033 0.4008
R23 , 0.5342 10.5023 R23 0.68515 0.4669
R24 0.2055 . 0.4068. R24 0.3770 0.4887
BSUB 6.8767 3.3827 BSUB 8.6557 2.8803
R25 0.7945 0.4068 R25 0.8852 0.3214
R26 0.7123 0.4558 R26 0.7049 0.4599
R27 0.6712 0.4730 R27 0.8033 0.400$
R28 .0.5753 0.4977 R28 0.7049 0.4599
R29 0:5479 .5011 R29 0.7213 0.4521
R30 0.4521 5011 R30 0.6393 0.4842
R31 0.3286 0 4730 R31 0.7377 0.4435
R32 0.3151 V. 678 \ R32 0.5246 0.5035
R33 0.5068. 0. 034 R33 0.7541 0.4342
R34 0.2192 0. 166. R34 0.2623 0.4435
R35 0.1370 0. 62 R35

\\

'0.1311 0.3404
R36 0.1096 0. 145 R36 0.0328 0.1786

-CSUB 5.3699 2. 557 CSUB' 6.916 2.7185
'R34\ 0.8082 0 3964 1137 0.9344 0.2496
R38. 0.6301 0.4861 R38 0.7705 0.4240
R39
R40

6.5479
0.6164

0.5011
0.4896

R39
R40

0.7213
0.7377

0.4521
0.4435

R41 -.0.6436 0.4822, 0.8361 0.3733
R42 0.5205 0.5030 42 0.6557 0.4791
R43 0.3699 0.4861 43 0.4426 0.5008
R44 0.5068 0.5034 R 4 0.6230 0.4887
R45 0. 151 0.4678 R 5 0.3934 0.4926
.R46 .2 77. 0.4558 R46 0.5082 0.5041
R47 0.10 6 0.3145 R4 0.1211 0.3404
R48 0.0548-- 0.2292 R4 0.0656 0.2496
DSUB 5.3836 . 3.2814 DS UB 6.8197 2.8490
R49 0.2740 0.4491 R49 0.5574 0.5008
R50 0.2877 .'0.4558 R50 0.5246 0.5035
R51 R51 0.4098 0.4959
R52 0:1370 0.3462 R52 0.2951 0.4599
R53 0.0822 0.2766 R53 0.3443 0.4791
R54 0.0959 0.2965 R54 0.2295 0.4240
R55 0.1233 0.3310 R55 0.1311 0.3404
R56 0.0548 0.2292 R56 0.1639 0.3733
R57 0.0548 0.2292 R57 0.1475 0.3576
R58 0:0548 0.2292 R58 0.0492 0.2180

9.0959 0.2963 R59 0.0328 (41796,R59
R60 0.0274 0.1644 R60 0.0656 0.2496
ESUB 1.5205 1.4153 ESUB 2.9508 2.4928
Ravn 28.1507 10.3664 Ravh 35.5738 10.2233

(1073) (No61)
Pig 1



. TABLE 9 (continued)
item Difficulties (Peraant Passing) on Raven

Test IteMs for Black, Hispanic, end Anglo Control
\ and Training Groups-

.0

,

item
RI
R2
R3
R4

-115

Control\

\
.

Hispanic Stud:rots

Perclont------Itandard .
z

Pass4ng 0Viatlion Item
1.0000 .0.0 Ri
1.0000 0.0\ - R2
1.0000 \'0.0 \

1%
. 0.9800 0.1414

4.140.9800 0 1 R5
R6 0.9400 0.2399, R6
R7
R8

0.6600 .

0.7600
0.4785 \ R7

0.4314
!

IW
R9 0:8400 0.3703 R9
RIO 0.7600

1

0.43E4 Rlp -
R11 0:6200 0.4903 R1Il

R12 0.4200. 0.4986 R12
ASUB 9.9600 1.9268 ASUB
R13 0.9800 0.1414 . R13
R14- 0.9600

,

0.1979 RI4 t

R15 0.7400. 0.4431 R15
R16 0.6800 - 0.4712 1116

R17 0.5600 0.5014 A17
R18 0.5000 0.5051 R10
R19 0.4200 0:4986 R19
R20 0.4400 "0.5014 R20
R21 0.5000 0.5051 R21
R22 0.6200 0.4903 R22
R23 0.4200' .0.4986 R23
R24 0.2400 0.4314 R24
BSUB' 7.0600 3.0932 BSUB
R25 0.8600 0.3505 R25
R26 0.7800 R.0.4185 R26
R27 0.7400 0.4431 'R27
R28 0.5600 0.5014 R28
R29 0;6400 0.4849 R29
R30 0.4000 0.4949 R30,

R31
R32

0.5600
0.4000

0.5014 R31
0.4949 - A32

R33 0.4800 0.5047 R33
R34 0.1600A/ 0.3703_ R34
R35 0.1000,- 0.3030 . R35
R36 0.1400 0.3505 R36
CSUB 5.8200 , 2.8692 CSUB
R37 0.8400 0.3703 (R37
R38 0.6000 0.4949 R38 ,

R39 0.5400 0.5035 R39
R40* 0.5600 ' 0.5014 R40
R41 0.7400 0,4431 R41
R42 ' 0.5000 0.5051 R42
R43. 0.4000 0.4949 R43
R44 .4600 '0.5035 R44
R45 .2600: 0.4431 R45

1 R46 .2000 0.4041 R46
R47 0.1200 0.3283 R47
R48 . 0.0600 0.2399 A48
DSUB 6.2800 . 2.9969 DSUB
R49 0.5000 0.5051 R49
R50 0.3400 0.4785 R50
R51 0.2800 0.4536 R51
R52 0.1800 0.3661 R52
R53 0:2200 0.418$ R53
R54 0.1400 0.3505 R54
R55 0.1000 0.3030 R55
R56 0.1200 0.3283 R56
R57 0.0400 0.1979 R57
R58
R59

0.0600
0.0600

0.2399 R58
T.0.2399 R59

R60 0.0800 0.2740 R60
ESUB 2.1200 2:0368 ESUB
Rayon 30.0400 10.5016 Raven

(1030)

"

Tra-1irl"
Periont. Standard .

Passing Deviation_
1.0000 0.0
1.0000 0.0

0.2423
0.4.9394'9394 0.2423
0.9697 0.1741

, 0.9697-
1):600 0.4667

0.4885
'/'.
0.6364

0-.1741

'0.9394 '0.2423.
0.87884 0.3314
0.6061 0.4962
0.3939 0.4962
.9.9697 2.2289-
1.0000 - 0.0 .

1.0000. 0.0-
0.8182

,.

0.3917
0.6970 0.4667
0.7576 0.4352
0.5455' 0.5056
0.4545 0.5056
0.5455 0.5056.
0.5758 0.5019
0.6667 0.4787
0.4848 0.5075
0.3030 0.4667
7.8485 3.4652
0.8188
O....7273 0:13511-
0.6970 0.4667
0.5455 0.5056
0.6910 0.4667
0.4848

g.:M.0.7879
0.5152 0.5075 .

0.7576 0.4352
0.3030 0.4667
0.2727 0.4523
0.0606 0.2423
6.727.3 2.8093'
0.0394 0.2423
0.1273 0.4523
0.7576 0.4352
0.5152 0.5075
0.7576 0.4352

.0.50190.5758
0.4962

.0.4545 0.5056
0.6061

0.2727 0.4523
0.4848 0.5075
0.1515 0.3641
0.0606 0.2423

3.13736.3030
0.5455° 0.5056
00.6061 0.4962
0.6061 0.4%62

0.4242
0.5056
0.5019

V.4545

0.2727 0.4523
0.0909 0.2919
0.1818 0.3917
0.0909 0.2919
0.0606
0.0303

0.2423

0.0606
0.1741
0.2423

3.4242
34.2424

2.657
12.1399

9
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Item
RI
R2
R3
R4
R5
A6
R7

419

RIO
RII
RI2'

R13
R14
RI5
R16

R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
'BSUB
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35

, R36
CSUB
R37
\R38
g39

i)

R41:
R42
,R43
R44
R45,.
R46
R47"

,P ,R48
.DSUB

',..R49 -

R50
R5I
R52
R53,
R54,

.1155
R56
A57

'R58
R50
R60
4SUB
RiVen

TABLE 9 (Continued)
Item Difficulties (Percekt Passing) on Raven

Test items for Black, Hispanic, and Anglo Control
Rr, and Training Groups -

Anglo Stude'nts
Control

Pe'rcent------Itandard
Devlatton
0.0
0.0
0.1581
0.1581
0,2207

158
0.3349
0.3349
0.3038
0.4051
0.4830
0.5057
1.5801
0.0
0.2207
0.2207
0.3340
0.3848
0.4229
0.4365
0.5057
0.4830
0.4641
0.4743
0.5006
2.7955
0.5038
0.2667
0.4051
0,4051
0.4051
0.4743
0.4830
0.4961
0.4630
0.4522
0.3616
-0.2667
2.6697
0.2207
0.3349
0.4051
0.3616
0.4229
0.4229
0.4830
0.5006
0.5057
0.5058
0.3616

2.5800
0.4961
0.5057
0.4229
0.4961
0.4229
0.4229
0.4522
0.3616
0.0
0.3038
0.2207
0.2207
2,1302
9.2062

(1040)

Passing
1.0000,

00
.9750
9750

. 9500

. 9750
0.8750
0.8750
0.9000
0.8000
0.6500
V.4750
10.6250.
1.0000
0.9500
0.9500
0.8750
'0.8250
0.7750
0.7500
0.5250
0.6500
0.7000
0.6750
0.4250
9.0750
0.9000
0.9250
0.8000
0.8000
.0.8000
0.6750
,0.6500
0.6000
0.6500
0.2750
0.1500,
0.0/50
7.2750
0.9500
0.8750
0.8000.
0.8500
0.7750
0.7750
0.6500
0.5750
0.4750
0.5500

,0.1500:
0.0
7.425G
0.6000
6.5250
0.2250
0.4000'
.0.2250
0.2250
0.2750
0.1500
0.0
0.1000
0.0500
0.0500
3.0250

37.3750

Item
Percent
Passing

Standard
Deviation

RI 1.0000' 0.0
R2 1.0000 0.0
R3 1.0000 0.0'
R4 1.0000 0.0
R5. 1.0000 0.0
R6 1.0000 0.0
'R7 0.8529 0.5595
R8 0.9412 0,2388
R9 1.0000 0.0
RIO 0.8235 0.3870 --
RII 0.6765, 0.4749:
R12 G.4706' 0.5066
ASUB 10.7647 10297
R13, 0.9706 0.1715
R14 .0.9706 0.1715,
R15 0.8824 0.3270
gI6 0.7941 0.4104'
R17 0.6765 0.4749
R18 0.61.78 0.4933
R19 0.5882 0.4996
R20 0.7941 0.4104
R21 0,0647 0.4306
R22 0.7941 0.4104
R23 0.7059 0.4625
R24 0.4412 0.5040
BSUB 9.0000 3.0050
R25 0.9706 0.1715
R26 0.8529 0.3595
R27 0.9706 0.1715.
R28 0.7941 0.4104
RZ9 0.8824 0.3270
R30 0,7941 0:4104
R3I 0.9118 0.2879
R32 0.7353 0.4478-
R33 0.9118 0.2879 ,
A34 0.5294 0.5066
R35 0.4706 0.5066
R36 0.0882 0.2879
CSUB 8.9118 4.9285
R37 0.9412 0.2388
R3G 0.9706 0.1715
R39 0.9412 0.2388

-R40 0.8529 0.3595
R41 1.0000 0.0
R42 0.8529 0.3505
R43 0.6471_ 0.4851
R44 0.7059 0.4625
R45 0.4118 0.4996
R46 0.7941, 0.4104
R47 0.2353 0.4306
R48 - 0.0588- 0:2388
DSUB. 8.4412 1.7441
R49 0.5588 0.5040
R50 ,0.6471 0.4851
R5I '0.5588 0.5040
R52' 0.4706 0.5066
R53 0.5000 0.5075
R54 0.3624 0.4933-
R55 0.3529 0.4851
R56 0:2647 0.4478
R57 0.2059 0.4104 0

R58 0.2353 0.4306
R59, 0.0- 0.0

.

R60 0.0882 0.2879
ESUB 4.2647 ,r2.6089
Raven 41:3529 6.5592

(N34)

qf,
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,of the Raven for tuitu're-loading. , The analysis of Raven total test perfor-

mance is'examined. Second, analysis is made of Raven subscale performance

according to those defined in the Raven test manual. Finally, analysis is
,

\

made,of theoretically constructed subscales grouped according to item
,

M-demahds.

Analysis'of.this data was performed using the Cell-means model with

planned comparisons descrlbed by Marascuilo and.Levin (1976). As noted

above the Cell-means model was selected because it allows for analysis of

both the research questions concerningwithin-group trainin9 differences

\
\

(nested analysis) and a cOmparison of the gains Oetrieen group7 (interaction,
,

analysis) withoUt confounding.the Type I error rate.i The anafiitisis.

/ I

essentially a one-way analysis of variance of the six groups in the study.

0

One-tail planned"contrasts are then computed for selected cOmparisons with

the total alpha associated with the full factorial design treatment

by group: 2 x 3) distributed accross the planned coMparisons.

The alpha level for a full factorial analysisis .15. This represents

.05 for each of the two main-effects Of treatment and ethnic group, and\.05

for°their interaction. For the analysis'five contrasts are made. These

include three wtthin-lroup training effects.contrasts (i.e., nested analy-

sis of training vs. control within race) and two interaction contrasts Com-

'

paring training effects for Black and Hispanic groups with the Anglo

48

\

groups. The withih group; contrasts were computed wAh an alpha level of

.10, using critical t-values such that each contrast is tested at alpha

Q.

._equal to :10/3=.03. The two interaction contrasts wee computed with alpha
.),

controlled at .05 (the level allowed in a fully crossed analysis) so that
\
\

each comparison is made at .025. The total experiment-wide alpha is .15 in

bo



agreement with a fully crossed two-way analysis of variance. The standard

rror term is obtained from the one-way analysis.

In the following section the results for the total Raven test are pre-

sented first, followed by an analysis of Raven subscales and then the theo-,

retically constructed subscales.

Effect of Training on Raven

Average test performance on the Raven total and subsca es for each

group are given in Table 10. The results of the Cell-mean analysis of the

Raven total score is reported in Table 11.

The results shown in Table 11 indicate a significant difference in

favor of the treatment groups for Black and Hispanic students, bq not for

Anglo students. At the same time, however, the significant training effect

for minority students was not scgnificantly greater than the difference in

the Anglo group (i.e., no interactidn effect).

These results do not support the hypothesis that training would be ef-

i

.

fect

ii

ve few all groups, nor do they support'the hypothesis that the train-.

.

ing effect would be greater for minority students than for Anglo students.

% On the other hand, partial support is ,obtained indirectly in that a signif-

icant training effect occurred for minority students but not for Anglo stu-

dents. Stated in this way, training was effective for minority'students

but not for Anglo students on the Raven test overall.

The same hypotheses were tested for the Raven Subscales. The results

of the analysis is shown in Table 12.

Significant training effects occurred for the Black training group on

all subscales with the exception of subscale D. Hispanics showed a signif-

° icant difference in test performance on subscale E, while the Anglo train-

5 0,9
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Table 10

Average Score and Standard Deviation of Black, Hispanic and Anglo
Students" with an't4-Level of at Least Zero on the Raven Total and Subscales

1 *, .81ack

Trainin. Control

Hispinic
Trainin. 'Control

Anglo
Trainin. Control

-

Subscale..

A

X 10.2 9.2 10.5

..,

10.2 10.8 , 10.7

SD 1.50 2.01 1.60 1.83 1.13 1.43.

Subscale "i 8.7 7.1 8.4 7.4 9.2 9.4

, 8

3.44 3.18 3.09 2.86 2.52

Subscal X 6.9 5.5 7.0 6.1 9.1 7.6

C

SD 2.78 2.99 2.60 2.83 1.78, 2.37

..

Subscale -i. 6.7 5.8 6.7 5.5 8.7 7.7

D
SO' 2.89 3.16 3.10 2.86 1.29 2.21

,

Subscale X 3:0 1.6 3.7 2.2 3.1

E

,4.4

SD 2.48 1.46 *2.70 2.12 2.68 2.15

,

,.

35.7 28.9 - 36.3 31.3 42.3

-

38.5

Ravn
SD 10.34 10.39 10.46 5.71 10.59_11.15

,

58 63 29 44 11

".!



Table 11

Planned Contrasts. for Selected Gr.oup
Comparisons on Raven Total Score

'Comparisen
SEA'

11-

One-tail
Confidence interval')

Slack Training
,

vs. Control
6.67 1.7686

1

2.06

T2 m Mispanic Training
. vs. Control

.5.03 2.3247 .0319

T5 m Anglo Training
vs. Control

3.85 2.3522 -1.2072

T4 ' Ti --- T3 2.82 2.9430 -2.9483

T 5
is 'V

-

- T3 1.18 3.3071 -5.3019

A

a Cell-means analysis (Marascullo Levin, 1976): Tz T- t(SEA)

2
SEi 2 MSM . , ASW a 94.4624

Ni

1.1
b One tail t critical-valu for Tip and tis5 equals 2.15;

atot 2 .10, 4. .033 One-tail t crItical7value for T,uend,
T5 equals 1.96,0tot .05, my .025

Values aro stmtistically significant If greater than zero.

'V

5,j
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Table 12

Planned Contrasts for Selected Group
Comparisons on Raven Subscales

.

'Comparison .

T SE^
, T

One-tail
Confidence Intervala

Subscals A
,

T1: Black Train. vs. Control 1.02 .3032 .3681'
T2: HispanIc'Train. vs. Control .30 .3985 -.5568
T3: Anglo Train. vs. Control .10 .4032 -.7670

T4: T1 T3 .92 .5045 -.0688

115: 112 113
.20 ' .5669 -.9112

Subseal. 8 /
T1: Slack Train. vs. Control 1.59 .5538 .3992*
T2: Hispanic Train. v.s. Centrol 1.0 .7280 -.5651

T3: Anglo Train. vs. Control -.14 .7366 -1.7237
,

T4: T1 T3
1.73 .9216 -.0763

T5: T2 T3
' 1.14 1.0356 -.8960

Subscaie C

,

i
T1: Black Train. vs. Control 1.42 .4859 .3753°

T2: Hispanic Train. vs. Control .90 .6387 -.4732

T3: Anglo Train. vs. Control 1.55 .6463 .1605*

`114 I/1
-.13 .8086 -1.7149

T5: T2 T3 ._.

-.65 .9087 -2.4309 ,

.

Subseal. 0
T1: Black train. vs. Control ,f .98 .5006 -.0962
T2: Hispanic Train. vs. Control 1.12 .6580 -.2946 .

T3: Angia-Train. vs..Control 1.00 .6658 -.4314

T4: T1 T3 -.02 - .8329 -1.6526

T5: T2 - T3 ,
.12 .9360 -1.7146

Subseal. E
T1: '81ack Train. vs. Control 1.42 .4040 .5515*

T Hispanic Train. vs. Control
2'

1.51 .5310 .3684*

T3: Anglo Train. vs. Control 1.31 ..5373 .1549*

T4: T1 T3 .11 .6722 -1.2075
,

T5: .T2.- T3 .

.20 .7554 -1.2805
.

a Se footnotes Table 11.
0 Statistically signific.nt at a;21 .033

UtJ
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ing group scored significantly higher than their control.group oh subscales

t and E. . None ofAhe interaction-contrasts were significant.

The important thing to note is the pattern of treatment effects. It

was Rypothesized that training wOuld be effective on the more difficult

test,items. IR the case of the Raven subscales, which increase in average

difficulty, and in the types of items comprising each subscale, it was ex-

pected that the latter subscales -would be affected. A significant effect

occurred for ill groups on the most difficult subscale -(E). For Hispanics,

this was the only subscale on which a significant-efect occurred. Of in-

terest too, is that no effect occurred on subscale D for any of the

groups.

Effect of Training on Raven Items Grouped According to M-demand

In order to examine the effects of training according to the item's

complexity (i.e" information processing demands), the items were grouped

according to MLdemands as identified bYBereiter and Scardamelia (1979).

According to Bereiter and Scaradamelia, Raven test items can be groUped ac-

cording to their processing requirements. Table 13 gives the M-demand

_analysis which is taken from their Table 4 (Bereiter & Scaidamelia, 1979,

p. 60). .

The means and standard deviations of the theoretically M-constructed

subscales are,presented in Table 14.

The analyses for each of the-theoretically constructed Raven' subscales

are shown in Table 15.

The training effect was significant for Black students on all sub-

scales except the moit complex subscale, with an information processysg de-

mand (M-demand) of six. Hispanic students.showed.a significant training

effect on items grouped with ari-M-demand of five. Anglo students showed
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Table 13

.Groulilng of Raven Items According to M-Demanda

M-Demand

4 5 6

I 7 19 11 35 \ 57

21 . 12 36 58

9 22 20 47 59

4 10 23 24 48 60

16 28 32 51 ,

d
1

6

6 17 30 34 52

13 18 31 45 53

14 26 33 46 54

15 27 42 49 55
.

25 29 43 50 56

37 .38 44

39

40

41

a Numbers after underline and all 6-M Items are based ork p-values

obtained on Anglo Control-subjects participating In the present

stuciy.
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Table 14

Average Scoroa and Standard Deviation of Raven Total and of Items

Grouped According to M-Demand of Subjects with M-Level of Zero or G'reater

M-Zemand

Black

Training Control

Hiskanic

'gaining Control

Anglo

Training Control

-
X .96 . 1 .97 .94 .99 .98

ONE

SD .08 .15 .05 .11 .05 .06

.....9

X .76 .65 .77 ' .70 .89 .87

°MID. .

SD .24 .27 .25 .27 .12 .20

X .67 .50 .63 .53 .79 .71

THREE

SD .29 .30 .31 .30 .17 .23

e -

-
X .!$8 .31 .49

0
:39 .62 .53

FOUR
.

SD .27 .24 .30 .26 .17 .26

- .
X ..19 .12 .27 .15 .35 .19

FIVE

SD .20 .13 .19 .18 .24 .14

-
e

X .08 .06 .07 .05 .15 .05

SIX

SO .14
..1,1

.16 .12 .20 .10

a Psi-cant passing



Table 15

'Planned Contrasti for Selectell Group.
Compaelsons on Raven items Grouped According to- M-Demand

.Comparlson SE^
Y

One-tail
Confldence intervala

Lower Limit

M-Demand 1

Y1: Black Train. vs. Control :0486 .0177 .0105*
Y2: Hispanic Traln. vs. Control .0358 .0233 -.0163
Y3: Anglo Train. vs. Control .0069 .0236 -.0438
Y . Y 34' Y -

-1
y
5'

. Y
2

.. Y
3

.0417

.0269

.0295

.0332
-.0162
-.0063

M-Demand 2 ,

I' 1: Black Train. vs. Control .1091 .0433 .0160*
Y2: Hispanic Train.-vs: Control .0704 .0569 -.0519
Y3: Anglo Traln. vs. Control .0195 .0576 -.1043

Y4: Y1 Y3 .0896 .0720 -.0516
Y 5: Y 2 - Y3 .0509 .0810 -.1078

M-Demand 3

Y
I'

Black Train. vs. Control .1670 .0505 .0584*
:r.Y 2: Hispanic Traln. vs. Control .1032 .0664 -.0396

Anglo Traln. vs. Control .0778 .0671 -.0665
w3.
T4: Yi l' 3

.0892 .0840 -.0755
4/5: Y2 - Y3 .0254 .0944 -.1597

M-DeMand = 4 .

Y - Black Train. vs. Control
l'

.1696 .0461 .0705
Y2: Hispanic Train. vs. Control .1067 .0606 -.0235
Y3: Anglo Traln. vs. Control .0936 .0613 -.0382
Y
4'

Y
1

- Y 3 .0760 .0767 -.0744
Y
5'

T2 - Y
3 .0131 .0862 -.1559

,,1 =

,

M-Demand 5 =

I' 1: Black Traln. vs. Control .0756' .0327 .0053*
!2: Hispanic Traln. vs. Control .1179

,
.0429 .0257*

T3: Anglo Traln. vs. Control .1627 .0434 .0694*

Y1 Y3 -.0871 .0543 -.1935
uf,4:

15; Y2 Y3 . -.0448 ,0611 -.1645

,

A-Demand 6

Y. Black Traln Control
l'

. . vs. .0220 .0253 -.0324
Y2: Hispanic Triln. vs. Control .0235 .0333 -.0481
Y3: Anglo Traln. vs. Control .0925 .0337 .0200*

Y Y4 1
- Y 3 -.0705 .0421 -.1530

115 "
'is2 - 113 -.0690 .0473 -.1617

See footnotes Table II.
Iliniflcantata .033
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signifjcant training effects on items with an M-Aemand of five and six.

Again, none of the interactions was statistically significant.

,The results indicate that training was most effective for Black stu-

dents. The fact that Raven items with a M-demand of six were not affected

for Blacks and Hispanics'is not surprising since there were no subjects in

either training group with an M-level of six.

The fact that none of the interactions was significant indicates.that

n thote cases where training resulted in higher performance, the result

wassnot greater for the minority students than for the Anglo students.

In general, the hypothesis that training would result in significant .

improvement was supported for the Black and Hispanic students on the total

.Raven. On Raven items grouped according to M-demand, only Black students

showed consistent improvement. The hypothesis that training would led to

improved performance on the Raven did not hold for Anglo students.

The hypothesis that the gains for minorities would be significantly

greater than for Anglo students was not supported at all.' Although minor-
1

ity students showed significant differences over their-control groups while,

the Anglo students did not, (which would lend some sLipport to the statement

that training was more effective for minority subjects). Overall this

simply was not verified'on the basis of the statistical interpretation of

the statement applied in the analysis.

In summary, training was most effective for Black students on all of

the analyses reported. Training was effective for Hispanics on the most

diffidult subscale of the Riven as well as total score.

Anglo training/control group differences were not significant on the

Raven total, and with this one exception generally followed the pattern re-

ported for Hispanics. Again, although the hypothesis of the effectiveness



of training was supported for minorfty subjects, the hypothesis of greater

effect for minority students was not supported. On the other hand, train-

ing was-often effective for minority.subjects, specifically.Blacks, while

it was not-for Anglo students.

Finally, if one considers that the average M-level was generally less

for minority subjects, and that the highest M-levels for minority control

subjects.Was five, then training was effective on the items that are within

their so-called processing capacity. 'The effect of. training according to

processing level is reported in the next seCtion.

Effects of Training According to Processing Capacity

In this section the results of the effects of training according to
-

subjects' M-level is reported. The results are reported for the Raven

total and by theoretically constructed subscales (i.e., items grouped

acdording to processing demands). The data are, reported in two ways.

First, Training',effect results by M-level is reported for all subjects.

This is then contrasted with Training effects when M-level is statistically

contr011ed through analysis of coyariance.

Raven Total by M-level

Resulis of Raven total test performance by M-level is given in Table

16. The first thing to note is the apparent monotonic relationship between

average scores and increases in M-level.' Perhaps more interesting, how-

ever, are the differenceg between groups within a given M-level. While

there are some differenc* in,total 'score (given small N's), the differ-

ences are not so great as to conclude tnat there are major differences

overall between minority and Anglo subjects. That is, the main differences

in the total scores across groups are due to differences An M-level within

groups. This is interesting because M-level is a developmental variable,
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Tabl 16

Averag Raven Score of -Control and Training Subjects by M-Level

a '

N-Lvl .81ack.
CONTROL\
HispaniC

6;

Anglo Black
TRAINING
Hispanic

-

29.7

10.21

3 .

'Anglo

49.0

4 0ZERO
7(

SO

, N

-26.7

9.24
13

38.8
0

1

_24.0:
,

0

1

. 25.0
11:83

6

ONE -

.i

SO,

N

28.0
7.81

7

22.6
9.71

5

30.0
12.68

4 '

32.5
8.88
13

30.5

7.78

2

43.5

3.54

2

.

TWO
i

SO

N

23.9

11,9

9

23.7
8.28

7

- 38.Q.
-0

1, 1

33.0
9.95

.

..

30.8,

4.65
4

34.01

4.58

.P-1 3.

THREE
i

0 SO

N

26.7
8.61

13

,

31.7
8.02

6

1

'134.4 '.

\ 7.8.1

17

--'.,.,.

39.7
8.06
12

, , ,

28.5

1,5.76
1

L6

Q
41:3

1.98'
0.

7

I FOUR
X

SO

N

31.5
8.94
8

31.8
10.31
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\0.9

5.32>"
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- 42.9

6.64 :

7

39.1

4.67,

7

40.2

4.62

6
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SO

N

37.5
8.04
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36.0
9.38

9

4.0
5.15

li

V.8
2.63
4 '

47.7

4.46

7

46.7
5.2

9

SIX
t

SO

N

41.0
0

1

40.8
10.63
4

i

421.5

'6.36
-2i' -

:
-

-.

41.3

7.51

3

TOTAL
Z
SU
N

28....9'

10.39

63

a.
31.3
10.46
44

[

38;.5

1.93

38

35.6
10.34

58

56.3
11.15

29

42.32
5.71

-31

( 3 7
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vis-a-vis,Piaget, whith presumably.increases with age. Since More minority

subjects lhow lower M-levelsOt is not,surprising that' they score-lower on

the Raven tist.iIn this case:one could conclude-that the observed differ-
. .

ences on the,Raven are,developmental, e-4., that minority subjects exhibit

a lower, or "retarded4 developmental, rate (e.g., Jensen, 1974b).
Q-

On the other hand, the results for the training groups, which also

show more minority ,subjects with lower M-levels, suggests thAt there is

60

little within M-level differente in Raven performance after training. This

is partitularly true at M-level grleater than one, and more so for Black

subjects. Thus, while group differences on the Raven test are related t6
3

differences in M-level, it is not fiecause of ,retarded development. A pure-

ly "developmental lag" explanation dOes not explain these results since
8

cognitive'developmental growth generally takes longer than two weeks, and

is usually unaffected.by training. Since there is little difference in

Raven scores withintM-levels for Triinjng subjects,it is more likely that,

minority subjects simply do not comprehend the task requirements of the

Raven test in the first place.

Group Comparison with A glo Control Students

Analysis of the ta in Table 16 Altows,froM hypothesis ti-iat training

would be more efftctive for minority, subjects. Stated another way, the

usual observed differences between minority and Anglo students would be re-

duced or eliminated by training.

The ANCOVA was computed through regression analysis by dummy coding

group membership and treating' the Anglo control group as the references

category. In this way comparisons between each group and the Anglo contr6I

are output directly from the analysis. With this procedure there are five



coMparisons, eaCh teited at alpha equal .02 'for each contrast and .10 over
,

all comparisons.,

An alpha'of .10 was selected since the complete factorial design

(ethnic group by treatment) allows for an 'alpha of .15. However,-since an

b

assumption of ANCOVA is homogeneity of regression and because the hypothe-

sis does not technically require a group-by-treatment analysis, the remain-

ing .05 was allocated to a statistical test of the homogeneity assumption.

The test for homogeneity of regression is-reported first, followed by the

results of the ANCOVA.

Test for Homogeneity of Regression. The statfitical test for paral-

lelism of regression lines was performed according to the procedures de-

scribed in Kerlinger and Pedhauzer (1973). In their procedure, an F-test

s performed on the difference in R2 obtaineefor the regression of Raven

onto group membership and separate vectors representing M-level for each

group, and the R2 for Raven regressed onto group membership and a single

vector representing M-level. The F formula is:
,.

:(R21-12)/Ki-k2
F*

11-R20/N42-K2

WJere
_

* 4'v-ehOnto group and M-level vecfors for each group.

\R22 = Raven onto group and M-level.

= number Of vectors for R21 =- 11

k2 = NuMber of vectors for R2r2 7 6

The computed R2's are .384 for Ravevonto group and separate M-level

vector and .375 for Raven onto group and a single M-level vector. For

these 'values F * .687, which is not significant for F5 =.2.21. Thus, the

assumptfon Of parallelism is supported.

9
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ANCOVA Results,t The results for the ANCOVA cont011i g for M-level

across all groups are sumMarized in Table 17. The result show that when

each group is compared with the Anglo control group (as riterion) signifi-

cant differences 'occur between minority Control and Ang o control group

students whereas no differences occur for minority Tr ining group students

and Anglo Control grouO stu nts, nor do difference's occur betwen the Anglo

Training and Control groups Clearly, training had the effect of eliminat-

ing the initial difference joetween minority ahd A glo students.

Grou Com arisons on Theo eticall Defined Raven ubscales

sion. The same analysis was performed for eachHom eneit of Re re

theoretically constructe Raven subscale. The

lelism for each subscal ii reported in Table 1

The R2's in Table 8 represent regression

group membership (defin d by the six groups de

vector representing M-1 vel, and Tegressions

memberthip and separate vectors representing M-level aCcording t group

membership. The differe ce in R2's is test d by an F-test and.repr ents

the test for homogeneity f regressions amo g the groups (Kerlinger an

Pedhauzer, 1973).

Results of the F-test hecessitates re ection of the-hypothesis of

parallel regression lines fc:f. the "Three- " substale and indicates that

'analysis of.covariance is ina propriate. The remaining five subscales. are

not signiftcant, so an ANCOVA as perfor ed for these subscales. Table 19
.

test for paral-

of each subscale onto

cribed above) and a single.

f the subscales onto group

preSents the ANCOVA results.

ANCOVA: The data in Table 9 repr sent sigoificant tests between five

of he groups and the Anglo Cont ol gr up. Beta (B) is the deviation of

each group (i.e., effect) from th mea score obtained on the given sub;
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Tabl 17

Summary ANCOVA for Comparisons of Study Groups with Anglo Control
Group Subjects on Raven Test.witli M-Level as Covariate

Varlab.le 8 SE F

.

M-Level 3.01.41

.

.3314 82.74*,

Black Training. ,

.
0

1.7512 1.8389
. .91

1

Hispanic Training . -0.3134 2.0977 .02

Anglo Training 3.9128 2.0489 3.65

Black Control -5.9611 1.7831 11.18**

Hispanic Control -6.4305 1.8768 11.74"

Anglo Control (Constant) 27.1313
.

0

c

* Significant at p < .05, F > 2.21
** Significant at p < .02, F > 5.38



Table 18

Homogeneity Test for the Regression of Raven M-Demand
Subscals onto M-Level In Black, HIspanIc and Anglo

Training and ontrol Groups

Raven

Subseal.
R2

(M-Level/Grou.)

R2

C ou./(Grou. x M-Levell)

Fa

,

M-0mandm1 .13524
_ . .15200 0.99

M-Demands2 .26229 .28767 1.79

/M-Dem.'77,/
t

.24867 .28811 2.78*

M-Demand4 .36711 .37484 0.62
....

M-Demanda5 , ..26594 .28765 1.68

M-Demand=6 .07766 .10280 1.21

a

(R2- R2)/(11 - 6)

(1 - R2)/263 - 11 - 1)

Significant.p < .05, F5, COD= 2.21

(KerlInger and Pedhauzer, 1974).
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Table 19

SummarY ANCOVA of Study Groups with
Anglo Control Group on Raven M-Demand Subscaies: M-Level as Covarlafe

Subscale
M-Demanda

.Variable - B SE F

+073

M-Level 0714
-

.0407 17.78*
Black Training .0351 .2257 0.02

M=1 Hispanic Training .0336 .2573 0.02
' Anglo Training .0792 .2513 0.10
Black Confrol -.5589 .2187 6.53**
Hispanic Control ' -.3999 .2302 3.02

,

M-Level
,

.8463 .1194 50.264*
Black Training --.2701 .6625 0.1.7

14=2 Hispdnic Training -.9228 .7557 149
Anglo Training .2913 .7381 0.15
Black Control -2.0909 .6424 10.59**
Hispanic Control . -2.2151 ..6761 10.73**

M-Level .8161 .0853 91.52*
Black Training .7424 .4735 '-2.46

14=4 Hispanic Training .1518 .5401 0.08

Anglo Training .9536 .5275 3.27
Black Control -1.2375 .4591 7.27**

Hispanic Control -1.2111 .4832 6./8**

M-Lewel .4219 .0653 41.79*
Black Training .6593, -.3622 3.31

14=5 Hispanic Training 1.0667 .4132 6.67**
Ang14:Traini.ng 1.6363 .4036 16.44**
Black Control -0.2437 .3512 0.48
Hispanic, Control -0.2647 .3697;.: 0.51

\\

M-Levol

Black Training

,

.

.0650
..1998

.0214

.1189

9.19*
'2.82

1046 Hispanic Training .1059 .1357 0.61

Anglo Trarning .3715 .1325 7.86**

Black Control .0891 .1153 0.60

Hispanic Control -.0116 .1214 0.01

a The M-Domand'-'3 subscal. dld not meet the homogenelty assmmption
so.ANCOVA was not performed for this subscalo.

* Significant at p < .05, F > 2.21
Significant at p < .02, F > 5.38

0
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scale by the Anglo Control group subject. The F-value is-tested for sig-

nificance at alpha equal .05 for the covariant (M-level) and .02 for each

of the group,effects.

The covariant, M-level, was significant for all subscales. Black con-
,

trol group sfudents scored stgnificantly different than Anglo control stu-

dents on subscales with M-demands of one, two and four, but not on the

'Five-M and Six-m demand subscales. Black training group subjects showed a

stgnificant difference on the Five-M subscale only. Anglo training group

students scored significantly.different on the Five-M and Six-M.subscales.

The direction of the differences was such that minority control groups

always scored lower than Anglo control students while training students in

all ethnid groups scored higher. These results indicate that when M-level

is controlled, differences between minority and Anglo control stu- dents-

occurs primarily on the less complex subscales. No differences occur on

the most complex subscales except in one instance Where Hispanic students

scored higher. In all other instances, training group subjects scored

- higher, although the differences are not significant. This finding is in

contrait to reports that minority subjects performslower on more complex

tasks when compared to Anglo stUdents (Jensen, 1974a, 1980). When d2velop-

mental jevel is controlled, there are no differences in performance. More-

over, given training, it is apparent by.observation of mean tcores in Table

16 that there are no differentes between minority and Anglo students.

Overall, the results indicate that the main difference in performance

on the Rayen is due to differences in performance on the developmental mea

sure. This might lead oneto conclude that' the difference is "develop-

mental lag." However, observation of the mean scores within a given

M-level together with the effect of training suggest that this is not the
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case. The most appealing argument is that there is a general "test taking

skill" reflected both in the M-level measure and in the performance of

Control group subjects. Training provided the test taking experience

necessary to produce.group parity in performance.
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CHAPTIR IV

RESULTS: CULTURE-LOADING

Examination of the Culture-Loaded Opothesis

Results of the culture-loading nypothesis are presented in three sec-

tions. In the first section 'theprocedure for identifying culture-loaded

items and its assumptions are described.' The results of applying the pro-

cedure are then presented.. Since different items were identified as

culture-loaded, resuits are reported separately for Black and Hispanics.

The second section examines the validity of the procedure by comparing

group performance against outcomes considered to be consistent with a

culture-loaded interpretation. In this section expected outcomes are first

described, then an anlysis of group performance is presented at the indivi-

dual item level and for items grouped according to processsing demands.

Results are reported separately for Blacks and Hispanics. The final sec-

tion is a distussion of the results of the study.

Identification of Culture-Loaded Test Items

Procedure

Items are identified as culture-loaded when there are differences in

the information processin6 demands of the item for minority control sub-

jects in comparison to Anglo control group subjects: The criteria for de-



termining whether the information processing demand of an item is different

for minority subjects is made by examining the percentage passing at the

M-level equal to the M-demand of the item. If there is a 25% or more dif-

ference between minority and.Anglo subjects Of the same M-level, then the

item is determined to require a greater processing capacity for minority

subjects and hence is fdentifie4 as culture-loaded.

In a few instances minority processing demands were nearly equal to

that of Anglo subjects, but differences equal to or greater than 25% oc-

curred at higher M-levels. In these cases items were also judged to re-

quire a greater processing demand, i.e., were culture-loaded. This was

done separately for Black and Hispanic students.

The procedure is consistent with the theoretical discussion provided

in previous chapters: That is, that culture-loading effects the processing

demands of a task, and that differences in processing requirements can

occur because of difference in processsing strategfes, or because of over

sensitivity to misleading cues. The dffference, however, is hypothesized

to be due to experience rather tfian to ability per se. In either case, the

processing requirements of the task are affected.

Total percent passing for each group is ignored in this process in

favor of group differences within M-levels. Thus, culture-loaded items may .

or may not show ethnic group differences. Total percent passing is not im-

portant for two reasons. First, it asstimes a priori that no group differ-

ences should exist. Second, differences are expected since the number of

subjects at each M-level is generally not the same across groups. That isa,

group differences in percent passing are not meaningful from a develop-

mental perspective since the_groups were not matched on developmental vari-

ables.
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In contrast, the assumption of no group differences within M-levels in

order to identify iteMs as culture-loaded is basedjn the theoretical posi-:

tion that subjects of the same M-level are develqmenta1ly equal. Thus, %
A

the argument is that one can assume that no group differences should exist.

The reasonableness of this astumptiOn of course, rests with the outcome of

the analysis reported in this part of the study.

A further assumption in the procedure for identifying culture-loaded

test items is that the FIT itself is unbiased.. Whilethis assumption may

be questioned, it is clear that the finding of group differences alone is

not Sufficient. Moreover, if the FIT is biased, the most likely outcome

would be that minority subjects' M-level is really higher than indicated.

This meani that Anglo subjects are being compared with minority subjects

who can process more information. However, this would simply lead to less

items being identified as culture-loaded and would serve to ,provide a more

conservative test of the hypothesis..

Finally, since there are no, or very few minority training group sub-

jects 'with an M-level of six, items with an M-demand of six could ma be

included as part of the examination of culture-loadfng.

Research Questions.'

The research fssues examined in this chapter are:

I. Raven test items identified, a-priori, as culture-loaded will show

greater effect due to training than items not identified as

culture-loaded. That is, training will have its greatest effect

on the items identified as culture-loaded.

2. Greater group differences will be found on culture-loaded than on

non,culture loaded test items.



3. The training effect for minority students on culture-loaded items,

will be.greater than the training effect for Anglo students.

4. Training will reduce or eliminate group differences on culture

loaded-test items; the effect will be greater than for non-culture

loaded test items.

Or

Results

Application of the criteria described above resulted in 26 items iden-

tified as culture-loaded for Blacks and Hispanics. In_most'instances the.

same items were identified as culture-loaded. There were, however, a few

deviations from this pattern. Culture-1,oaded items are shown, according to

M-demand, in Table 20. The letter-next to the item indicates the original

Raven subscale to-lOich the item belongs.

The totale'number and proportion of items identified as culture-loaded

wtthin each M-demand subscaleofor Black and Hispanic students are also

shown in Table 20.. The highest percentage of culture-loaded items were

found in subscales that are within the processing capacity'(M-level) of the

students. Items with M-demands of one showed few items as culture-loaded

and were probably influenced by a ceiling-effect in that-the majority of

subjects in each ethnic group were able to solve the items.

/Examirfation of the items according to original Raven subscales indi-

cates that items of average to above average item difficulty were more

often identifted asculture-loaded. This observation, togetiler, with the

item's M-demand.sUggest that floor and ceiling-effects are a. factor in

identifying culture-loaded items according to the criteria used. That is,

items within-the processing and difficulty :level of the subjects are more

likely to be identified as culture-loaded. This i not to say that very
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Table 20

Culture-Loaded Raven Test items
for Bieck and Hispanic Students by M-Demand

c

.

M-Demanda
.. ,

,

. .

2 3 4

6 (A) 7 (A) 19 (8) 11 (A) 54 (E)

14 (8) 9 (A) 21 (B) 12 (A)

15 (B) 10 (A) 28 (C) 24 (B)

Q.- 16 (8) 31 (C1 32 AC)
1. 17 (8) 43 (D) 49 (E)

A 18 (8) tl, 50 '(E)

C 26 (C)'

K 29 (C)
38 (D)-

39 (D)
41 (D)

N 3 11 5 6 1 . 26-

27 79 45 60 10 46

15 (8) 7 (A) 19 (B) - 12 (A) 52 (E)

H 8 (A)17, 23 (B) 24 (8) 54 (E)

1 9 (A) 30 (C) 32 (C)

S 10 (A) I 31 (C) 45 (D)
,

P 16-78) 42 (D) 46 (D)

A 17-(B) 43 (D) 50 (D)

N 18 (8) -

I 29 (C)

C
.

t 38-(D)
39 (0)
40 (D) .

N 1 11 6 6 2 26

% 09 79
,

55
.

60 20 46

Since there were no minority training group subjects with an
M-Level of six,- items with an M-Demand of six could not be included.
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easy or very difficult items are.not culture-lOaded. Rather, they simply

do not provide a range in which,the particular criteria hadenough pohr to

detect.
/

In all, this means that there are probably iome items that plie not

identiiied is culture-loaded. For this reason and because Of possible bias

in the FIT, it is probable that not all culture-loaded items were identi-

fied.

N
Validation of the Culture-Loading Hypothesis

Outcomes Consiitent with a Culture-Loapd Interpretation

Basically a culture-loaded hypothesis is one in which test perfor

is in part a function of characteristics unique to the group but neces-

sarily related to what the test is supposed to measure fn the first place.

Once items,are "identified, outcomes can be soecified which, if verified,

, would support a cultue-loaded interpretation and hence a culture-loaded

hypothesis. There are three basic research hypotheses of interest in.the

evaluaiion of the validity of identifying culture-loaded items on the basis

of the 'roposed theoretical information processing model. Positive find-

ings would support the approach used in this study and a culture-loaded in-

terpretation.

a

One expected outcome is that greater observed group differencs,s would

occur on items identified as CuItUre-loaded than on non-cultur, loaded

items. A second expectation is that training would effect culture-loaded

items more than non-culture loaded items. Finally, it is expected that

training would be more effective for minority students thAn for Anglo stud-

ents on the cufture-loaded items but not necessarily on the non-culture

loaded items.
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Examination of-the expected outcomes is,made by comparing various dif-

ferences in performance between minority and Anglo groups, and Traihing and

Control groups on culture-loaded and non-culture loadeo items iqdividually,

and on the subscale totals when the items are grouped according to M-
.

demand. Five group comparisons are related to the expected outcomes: 1)

between minority and Anglo control groups; 2) between mfnority and Anglo

training yroups; 3) between training and control subjects in the minority

group; 4) between training and control subjects in the Anglo group; and,

5) the interaction of treatment by ethnicity.

The comparisons correspond to specific culture-loading expectations.

Comparisons one and two concern expectations about the effect uf training ,

on group differences. It is expected that culture-loaded items would show

greater between ethnic group differences than non-culture loaded items.

Items which show such a trend would be consistent with the culture-loading

expectation.

Comparisons three and four concern the expectation-that training would

have a greater effect on minority group differences (i.e., between training

and control groups) than on Anglo group differences. Thus, it would be ex-

pected that training would be more effective for minorities on culture-

loaded items.than on non-culture loaded items. The same outcome would not

necessarily be .exOsected for Anglo comparisons.

Finally, comparison five concerns the expectationythat training would

be more effective for minorities than for Anglo students on the culture-
.

loaded items. The only statement made concerning the expected effect of

training for Anglo itudents on non-culture loaded items, is that it should

be more pr less equal to minority subjects. This will be dis.cussed in more

detail once the data has been examined. Table 2 1 provides a summary of the



Table 24

.Summary, of Culture-Loaded Outcomes
for Specific Group Comparisohs

COmparison Culture Loads Items
1+

Non-Culturo Loaded Items

.Contr414-

MInority7Angio

V,
ONE

,
Should-be!rolitimely

....._

4nd less than
Zero (i.e., negative)

May or may not be large
and negative since 'items
may show group diffefences
and not be cUlture loa4ed.

--*-
-----ierge

.1

T
Mino

.

TWO'

.
.

Shobld be, smaller
than comparison One,

.

.

Should b, e the saMe or, less
,

than comparion One oH
. 1

noh-cOture loaded IteMs
and greater than comparl-
son Two for cult-ure loaded
Items.

aining:
Ity-Ang o

THREE Should he !ergo and
politive, and greater
l',. Corresponding'
cori:.terison for non-

curiYure loaded items.

Should be lesi than corre-
sPondieg comparison,for
culture loaded Items. If

oot smaller than-coklieri-
son Four should be greater
than Zero.

-
Sleority:

Traln-Control

FOUR. Should p4 smelter
then ccirrtSponding

compartSofirfor
minority students.

N9i, predIctIon

Angto:
Train-7.CootrOl

Istoiratelioo

OlVE Shpuld be rotatively
Large (greater then
4,1) 4414 potitlye.

Will be greeter then
_

Compertson. FiVe for

Oon-culture 100d
lte-,.

, --

Relatively small and less
, .

than cOimpaoson 'Five for
cuiture loaded Items.

:= .

.

,

40
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outcomes expected on the five comparisons wh ch would be consistent with a

cultute-loaded hypothetes.

In order to test these outcomes, ercent p ssing each item for each

ethnic group was computed for subjects whose M,1 vel was equal or greater

to the M-demands of the items. The ra ionale for this is that comparisons

1 between groups, and the effects of tra ning, would be examined only on

those subjects who possess the,Minimum processing r sources required for a

given item. This takes into account, somewhat, the iscreRancy in propor-

tion of minoritY.subjects obtaining 1 wer M-levels on the FIT. More impor-,

tant, however, is that if reflects tr potition that t aining would most

'likely be effective fot thoie subjects who possess the minimum resources in

the first place.

Examination of the expected ou comes is made both for culture-loaded

and non-culture loaded items individually, and for cultue-loaded and non-

culture loaded subscale totals formed by grouping the ite s according to

M-demand. Becaase of the number'of statistical.tests req ired, examination

1

of individual items is made by obSevation of the pattern of differences in
1

I .

I

performances. Analysis of variance with planned comparis ns is used to ex-a
i

aniine the hypothesis of interest for the total score obtai ed when

i

,
culture-lOaded and non-Culture loaded items are grouped ac ording to

M-demand. In the following the results of individual item\data ire pre-

sented first: Following this, inalyses of culture-loaded ind non-cultuee

loaded subscales are statistically examined.

Item Analysis for Culture-Loading

I dividual item results are examined by M-demand for B acks and His-
.e

panics separately. Item data is repohed according to the Ireviously de-'

, fined five group comparisons in Tables 22 and 23 for Blacks and Hispanics

,

0,



Table 22'

Comparison on Culture-Loaded andoNon-Culture LoMded
Raven items for Black and Anglo Training and Control Groups

77

'Culture Loaded Non-CultOre Loaded

Items

I.

Comprison7
2 3 i , 5

items

COmparison1 2 , 3 4 5

M-Demand=1 M-Demand01 0.

6 -.10 .09 .22 .03 .10 I .00 .04 .04\ .00 .04

14 -.11 .13 .23 .00 .11 2 .00 .04 .04 \ .00 .04

15 -.17 .01 .10 -.05 .15 .3 -.01 .oa .04 \ .03 .01

4 .03 .00 .00 ",.03 -.03

M-Demanda2 5 -.05 -.02 .09 \06 .03

13 -.02 .04- .06 .00 .06

7 -.21 .00 .10 ,---111 .21 25 -.09 -.11 .04 .66 -,02

9 -.19 -.10 .13 .03 .09 37 -.06 -.07 -.02 -Af, -031

.. 10 -.25 -.21 .05 .01 .04

16 -.24 .18 .33 7.10 .42 M-Demand=2

17 -.23 -.13 .03 -.08 .10

18. -.37 .04 .15 -.26 .41 8 '-.14 -.10 .08 .03 0,4

26 -.28 ,-:35. -.08 ' .00 -.08 27 -.06 -.13 .10 .16 -.0'6..,

29 -.25 .19 .08 .01 .07 40 -.16 -.12 .03 -.07 .04'

38 -.15 -,20 .05 .10 -.05
, _

39 -.23 -.16 .13 .05 .07 M-Demandal

41 -.13 -.15 .08 .10 -.02
22 .01 .61 .13 .12 .00

'M-Demand=3 23 .01 .02 '-.04 -.05- .02

*
30 7.09 -.67 .13 .11 .02

19 -.22 -.07. .12 -.04 .15 33 -.09 .01 .33 '.24 .09

21 -.09 -.07 .16 .14 .02 42 -.16 !-,17 .11 .12 -.n1

28 - -.16 .15, .24 -.07 .31 44 '.65 A7 .13 .10 .03

31 , -.35 -.13 .48 .27 .22

43 -.18. -.10 .05 .03 08 M-Dmmand=4
'

M-Demand=4 20 -.01 .06 .23 .16 0.07

34 .04 -.45 .02 .48 -.46

11_ -.21* -.20 .06 .05 ,01 45 .21 .14 ,-.18 -.12 -.06

12 -.38' /..43 .05 .49 46 -.11 -.33 .04 .26 -.23

24 ,-,26'
,.11

--,..13 .32- .19 .13
_

32 -.21 .05 .31 .05 .26 M-0eMandm5
49 -.47 .02 .35 -.14 :49' _ _

50 -.19 '-.11 .33 .25 .08. 35 - .17 -.53 -.17
.

.53 -.69

I

36 .00 .03 .17 .14 .03

A-Demand05 47 .17, -.22 7.33 .06 -.39

48 00 ,.14 .25 .11 .14

'. 54 -.25 .44 .83 .14 .69 51 .00 -.17 .25 .42 -.17

52 .00 .-.03 .33 .36 '-,-.03

53 -.08 .11 .75 4056 .19

55 -.08 -.22 -.08 .06 -.14

.

',.. 56
,

-.17 -.31 .17.- .31 -.14

a = Control: Black-Anglo
a Training: Black-Anglo

3 Black: Training-Controi
4 a Anglo: Training-Control.
5 0 interaction: Treatment by Ethnicity

U.

8 .1'-
. -4
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Table 23

. Comparison on CuLture-Loaded and Non-Culture Loaded
Raven liems for Hispanic and Anglo TralnIng and Control Groups

78

Culture Loaded ' Non-Culture Loaded

Items'
2

ComparAsons
3 4 5

.

Items

,
. Comparison

1 2 .3 4 5

,

M-De4and=1 , M-Demand=1
,

15 -.25 .00 .21 -.05' .26 1 .cio'' --.00 .00 .00 .00

N . 2 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

M-0omand=2
,

3 . .03 -.04 -.04 .03 -.07
4 .00 -.04 -.01 .03 -.04

7 -.26 -.08 .07 -.11 .18 5 .03 .00 .03 .06 -.03
8 -.20 -.25 -.01 .03 -.05 6 -.02 .00 .05 .03 .02

9 -.09, .00 .12 .03 .09 13 -.03_ .00 .03 .00 -.03
. 10 -.08 .04 .05 .01 .04 14 -.05 .00 .05 .00' .05

16 -.23 -.12 .01 -.10 ,1I 25 -.12 -.12 .06 .06 .01

17 -.29 ,01 .22 -.08 .29 37 -.07 .00 .06 -,01 .08

18 -Al .06 , .11 -.26 ".37

29 -.29 -.12 .17 .01 .16 M-Demand=2
-38 -.29 -.21 .17 .10 .08

39 -.37 -.16 .26 .05-..-.=--.21. 26 -.16 -.29 -.1'2 .00 -.12
40 -.35 -..24 .04 -.07 .10 27 -.07 -.29 -,.06 .16 -.22

41 -.14 7,17 .07 .10 -.03
M-Demand=3

. M-Demand=3
19 -.32 =.31 -.03 ..-.04 .01

23 7.21 -.01 .14 -.04 .20 21 -.04 -.06 .12 .14 -.02

30 -.26 -.21 .16 .11 .05 22 -.03 -.06 .10 :12 -.03

' 31 -.14 -.13 .26 -.27 -.01 28 -.13 -.11 -.05 -.07 .02

42 -.24 -.25 .11 .12 -.01 33 -.0.7.--.05 .26 .24 .02

43 -.18 ,18 .33--7.03 .36 44 -.01 -.07 .04 .10 -.06

M-Demand=4 M-Demand=4

12.

24

-.31
-.28

.00
-.21

.26 -..05 .31

.26 .19 .07

11

. 20

:12 .07N

-.12 -.07
0

.21

.05

.16
-.,05.--,

L.I

.05

32 -.22 . -.14 .12 .05 .07 34 -.11 -.36 .24 .48 -.24
- 45 -.14 .T.07 -.05 -.12 .07- 49 -.07 17 .00 -,14 .14-

46 -.50 ,..14 .62 .26 '..36 .

50 -.-1.8 .07 .50 .25 .25 M-Deman.d=5 ,

M-Demand=5 , _35 -.14 -.49 .17 ..53 -.35-
LT.

0.

36 , .03 .08 .03 .14 -.11

52 -.19 -.06 .49 - .36 .13 -47 -,06 -.22 -.11 .06 -.17
54 -.31 .16 ',60 .14 .46 48 .00 -,--01 .00

, ,

.11 -.11.

51 .19 .33 .56 - .4". '.14
53 :00 /-.1.7. .38' .56° -.17 -

,-.06 .21 .3 , .06 .26

,..

56 -.03 .16 -.49 .31 '09
.

..,-1

'

= Control: Hisp'anic-Anglo
2 A Training: Nisi:ionic-Anglo
3 A HIsPanic: Training-Control
4 = Anglo: Training-Conti-0i -.
5 =_Interaction: T eatment by Etilnicity
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respectively. The comparisons in Tables 22.and 23 represent differences in

percent passing when a subjects' M-level in each group are matched Kith the

M-demand of the item.

Since statistical analyses are not usually based on item data, a cri-

teria of 4% was arbitrarily selected as demonstrating a difference in any

particular comparison. -Thus, tf a treatment effect is expected to be posi-

-tive and relatively large, it had to be at least 4% to be considered as

supportive. Similarly, if a comparison it anticipated to show no effect,

it had to be less than 4%. In the following discussion this criteria is

applied when judging whether a particular outcome is consistent with a cul-

ture-loaded expectation. Results are presented for Blacks first, then

Hispanics.

Blacks: Observation of Table 21 indicates that all of the items wtth

an M-demand of one followed the expected pattern. First, firger group dif-

ferences are found on culture-loated ttems than on non-culture loaded

items. Second, the group difference on culture-loaded items is reduced

through training. This did not occur for non-culture loaded items. Third,
,J

the effett of training was-greater on culture-loaded items than on non-

culture loaded items. F/ imally, the'gains for Black-students are larger

than for-Anglo students.

For items with'an M-demand of two, 10 of 14 follow tlie expected dfric-
0'

Vim.' in support of-the culture-loaded expectation. Nine of 11 oft-he-

_iThree-M-demand itemt thow.a pattern consistent with culture7loading and-8

af 10 of the Four-M and the Five-M items come out as predicted. Twa appar-

ent cuiture-Tbaded items were not detetted on the Five-M subscale.
,

OVerall46 (Or 82%) of the 56 items examined showed results consis-

tent with a culture-loaded expectation,. Of the 10 items that did not con-



form to the model, four non-culture loaded items produced results which

suggested they were misidentified. Three culture-loaded items produced re-

sults somewhat consistent with a culture-loaded classification, but yielded

ibteraction gains in favor of minorities of less.than 4%. Thus, these were

not counted as supportive of the hypothesis. The remaining three items

were culture-loaded but produced results opposite of expectation. Two

showed interactions.ih favor of Anglo students (5% and 8%), and one showed

no difference (2%) instead of a gain for minority students.

Hispanics: Results for Hispanics (Table 22) reveal that One-M items

produce-outcomes consistent with the Culture-loaded interpretation. Two

non-culture loaded iteris, hoWever, show a 5% and.8% gain for minority stu-

_ dents. All but two of the Two-M items appear correctly identified. The

two errors were items-identified as culture-loaded. One showed a 5% gain

for Anglos and the other, while consistent with the culture-loaded expecta-

btionsi showed only a 4% gain for Hispanic students over Anglos. Three of-

the 11 Three-M items did.not follow theexpected"pattern. Three culture-

loaded ifems showed no gain for minorities even._ though they were consistent-

on,the other comparisons. 0

Of the 10 Fcur-M items,.two non-culture loaded_items showed gains of

5% and 14%-in favor of Hispanics, inconsistent with their identification.

Jhree non-culture loaded items-in'the Five-M subscale produced results con-

sistent with a culturi-loaded identification.

Overall, :44, or 79% of the 56 items produced patterns consistent with

- a culture-loaded hypothesis. Seven of the 12 misidentified items were

classified at non-cultureloaded when ln fact they__produced results expect-

ed of culture-loaded items. The gain for these items ranged from 5% to 20%

in favor of Hispanics. The remaining four errors were dentified as

80
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culture-loaded. Of these, two produced gains in favor of Anglos and two

showed no gain for either group.

In general, the results support a culture-loaded explanation and thus

support the definition based on information processing capacity. In most

cases items identified as culture-loaded and non-culture loaded produced

results in the desired directions. In several of the items that were mis-

identified, many either showed no gain for minority students or were

thought to be non-culture loaded but produced a large gain in favor of mi-
.

nority students. These outcomes are consistent with the previous statement

that the procedure for identifying culture-loaded items is probably conser-

vative, i.e., is likely to miss some culture-loaded items.-

Summary .

The above discussion was based on subjective judgements about the ex-

pected size of the differences in comparisons: A conservative criteria was

applied, although some may certainly wish to argue this point. The subjec-
-

tive rule was to judge items.as agreeing with the culture-loaded hypothesis

,if: a) results ov'all 5 comparisons were in the predicted direction, b)

the gains for minority students on-culture-loaded items were greater than

4% over Anglo gains, and c) the gains for minority students') on non-culture

loaded items was 4% or less. .If any of these three criteria were not sat-

isfied, the results,were not considered to support a culture-loaded inter-

pretation. The main point, howtver, is that-the focus was mainlyjm the

constancy of the pattern produced. To this extent there was certainly, a

constancy observed. The overall results are summarized in Table 24.-

In general the prOcedure for identifying culture-loaded items appeared

to be con'ifitent with exptcted outcomes. "Items identified, as culture-
. ,

loaded: 1) produced greater group differences than non-culture loaded

-
85



Table 24

'Summary Results of Agreementa In Identification of
Culture Loaded and Non-Culture Loaded

Raven Test Items'

'BLACKS

_

Predicted.

.-

Met Expectation

Total
,

Culture Loaded
Items

Non-Culture Loaded
Items -

Culture Loaded 20 6. 26

Non-Culture
Loaded

,

5 25,6 30

Total 4 25 31 56
,

--.. HISPANICS

.

PredlOted
_Culture Loaded

Items

Met Expectation
0

_.Total-
Non-Culture Loade
, Items

_

Culture Load6d 21
...

5 26

Non-Culture
Loaded

7
.

23

_

30

-

Total 28 28

.

56

a Underline Indicates agreement between*Items predicted as culture-loaded
or non-.culture loaded and those that met the expected criteria.

`

82
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items; 2) had the difference reduced or eliminated through training; 3)

showed greater training effects; and 4) produced greater gains for minority

students due to training than for Anglastudentt. Non-culture loaded items

generally produced the opposite results.

The,following section presents the application of a statistical cri-

teria to the results of culture-loaded and non-culture loaded subscales.

Analysis of Culture-Loading on Items Grouped According to M-demand

Statistical tests of the culture loading hypothesis were made by

_
grouping items of the same M-demana tnto two subscales according to whether

the items are culture-loaded or not culture-loaded. An analysis-of the

five comparisons described above was then performed. The Cell-means model

of analysis wis used to test the statistical significance of the five con-

trasts.. The "mean squares within" term for each subscale was obtained'

through a "one-way" ANCOVA between the particular groups included in the

lalysis i.e., Black-Anglo and Hispanic-Anglo._ Contrasts were coMputed

separately because different items were identified as culture-loaded for

Black and Hispanic groups.

BetWien group contrasts were fested with alpha controlled at .025

(one-tail) yielding a total alpha of .10, The interaction contrast was

tested at alpha equal to .05 (one tail). This is consistent with a .15

alpha allowed in the full factOrial two-way analysis of variance with

interactionr In the following, the results are reported separately, first

'for Blacks then Hispanics.

Blacks. Tabfe 25 gives the percent of Blacks and Anglos pissing cul-

ture-loaded and non-culture loaded smbscales defined according to M-demand.

'Statistical analysis of the data is-provided tnTa126. The data_in

Table 26 show the difference between percent passing for eaCh comparison,

0.
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Table 25.

Percon't Passing Culture-LotOed and Non-Culture Loaded Items
for Black and Anglo Train1ng- and Control Groups

Culture Loaded
,

, Non-Culture Loaded

M-Oemand Control Tralning Control Training
,-.

-
Black. Anglo Black Anglo Blacko Anglo Black Anglo

,

7. .86 .98 1:00 .97 ..95 .98 .98 .99

ONE' SO. .28 .08 .00 .09 .11 .07 .08 .03

(104-Level<5) N ' 46 54 54 25 46 35 54=-..:::, 25

-
X .69 , .92 .79 .90 .79 .91' . .84 ,96

TWO SO
..,

.28 .11, .24 .12 .26 .17 .25 .11

(2<M-Lovel<5) N . ' 40 31 40 23 40 31 40 23 ...,

.

X .54 73 .75 .81 .74 .73 .84 .81

THREE SO .29 .26
el

.25 .17 .38 .32 .27 .25

(304-61.evel<5) N 31 30 - 23 21 _ .31 30 23 21

7 .39 .68 :6-9--- .74 .58 .55 .60 .75

FOUR SO .23 .24 .25 .17 .32 .30 .29 .17

(4<M-Level<5)
-1 _ N 19. 25- 12 014 19 23 12 14

. _
X .13 .42 1.00 .56 .63 .56 :69 .78

FIVE SO .39 .51,-- -3 0 :53 -.35 .26_ .24 .20

(M-Level = 5) N 12 12 4 -9- 12 12 4 9

-}"C .56. .77 .71 .80 .54 .60 " .61 .72

TOTAL- SO .22 ----.-t8 .27 .11 .15 ' .13 ,.16 .10

N 46 35,--. 54 25 .46 '35 54 25

a

84 -
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Table 26

Group Comparisons on Culture Loaded and Non-Culture Loaded
Items for Black and Anglo yralnIng and Control Group Students

85

.

Cultur Loaded Non-Culture Loaded
.

._

,.
SE-Y T

..,

Y SE;

M-Demand=1

-.13
-.07

.19

-.01

:20

-.23
-.11

-OW
-.02
.12

,

-.20
-.04*
.21

.05

.15

-.29
-.04
.30

.06

.24

-.25
.44

.83

.14

.69,

-.21

-.09
.16

.03

.12

,

.0832
,0897
.0744

--.,..0971

.1223

.0519

.0568

::.0485

.0597

.0769

,

.0687

.0809

.0738

.0763

.1062

.

.0706

.0895-

.0839

.0771

.1140

.1854

.2729

.2622

.2002

.3299

.0486

.0526

.0436

.0570

.0718

-1.51

.719
2.53*

-0.078
1.60

-4.44"
-2.02**
1.92

-0.38
1.50

-2.89**
-.537
2.82 **

.k89

1.46-

-4.06**
-0.0,-
3.57*
6.74

2.13*"

,

-1.35
1.63

3.18*
0.69

2.11***

.

,

-4.30**
,

-1.69
3.57*
0.61 .

1.69***

-

,-
5.0

2.0

12.9

2.6

2.4
-

-,

6.1

-

5.8

-

-

-18.5

14.3

5.1

4%1

6:0

23.0
-

10.0

,10.0

6.9
.

1.5

-.03

.-.01

404

.02

.02

7.12
-.11

.05

.04

.01

.04

.02

. .13

.11

.02

44.

.02

-.15

.03

.20

-.17

.00

-.13
.15

.28

-.13

-.06
-.10
.07

,41

7/.04

/,

-

-.01,82

.0196

.0163

.0213

.0268

.0523

.0572

.0489

.0602

0.0775

ioln
.0849

.0774

.0800

.1114

.0882

.1120

.1049

.0965.

.1425
.-

-'

.0801

.1178

.1132

.0865

.1425

.0315

.0340

.0282

.0368

.0463

-

-1.46
-.57

2.18*
.0.94

0.58

-2,34**
-2.01**
1.02

- 0.71

0.10

- .240
- .617
1.69

1.33

0.22

.28

-1.30

0.24

2.03*
1.20

0.00

_7-1.13
1.31

3.25*
--0.93 .

-1.94-

-3.11*
2.49*

3.12*
-0.96

-

-

2.9

-

-

3.9

2.9

-

-

-

.

--'

-

2.0

-

-

2.5

-

6.0

2.1

-

2.7

3.7

22.5
--

2.1

5.3

3.4

5.4

-

(1<M-Level<5.)

Control: Black-Anglo
TralnIng:.. 61ack-Anglo

Black: TrainIng-Control
Anglo: Training-Control
InteractIon

M-Demand02

42<M-Level<5) .

Con-trol: Blqck-Anglo
Training: 'Black-Anglo
Black: TralnIng-Control
Anglo: Tralning-Control
Interaction

M-Demand=3
(3<M-Level<5)

Control: Black-Anglo
Training:, Blaci:Angio
BlaC-kf Tralning-Control
Ahglo: Tralning-Control

[
; .iteraction

M-Demand=4
(4<M-Level<5)-
Control: Black-Angto
Training: Black-Anblo
Black: TrainIng-COntrol
Anglo: TralnIng7Contr-ol
InteractIon

M-Demand=5
(M-Levol =5) .

'Control: Black-Angio
TralnIng:. Black-AWg-lo

Biack: TralmIng-Control
Anglo: TralnIng-Control
InteractIon

,

.. All Items:-

'(.1<M-Levol(5)

Control: Black-Anglo
TralnIng: Black-Amglo
Bleck:- frelhIng-Control
Anglo: TralnIng-Control .

InteractloW

SIgnIfIcant at p < .025, t > 1.96
** 'SIgnIfIcant at V< .025, t < 1.96
* ** SIgnIfICant p < .05, t > 1.645
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° standard error term, t-value, and the percent of variance explained by the

contrast. The data are organized according to item M-demand and represent

performance of subjects with an M-level equal'to or greater than the

M-demand of the items in .the subscale. Since no training subjects in the

Black or HispaniC groups, and very few in the control group had M-levels of

six,.onry subjects with an M-level of 1 to 5 are included in the analysis

and subscale six-is not examined.

Statistical significance of the t-values is based on planned compar-
-

' iso s (Kirk, 1968). All comparisons are one-tail according to the expected

direction. The expected direction appears in the footnote at the bottom of

Table 26 for those comparisons_that are significant,Ita.:3Auared (n2)

represents the amount of explained variance and has been multiplied by 100

to convert it to a percentage; in most cases only explained variances of at

least 2% are reported. A)so, it is pointed out that n2 is not indepen-

dent across comparisons since the contrasts are not orthogonal. Neverthe-

less, it is presenteebecause of the decrease in sample size'as 'fewer stu-
.,

dents are included in the analysis at higherlei-leiels.
-

. S-

Results of items with-an M-dernand of one show a training effect for

Black students on both cultdre-loaded and hon-culture loaded items. None

of the other contrasts is significant The explained variance on

culture-loaded items is,.however, larger than on non-culture loaded items.

The interaction term which indicates a 20% greater-gain for Blacks over

Anglos was also-not significant-and accounted for only-2% of the explained .

varjance.

Two-M items showed the same pattern of significance for-culture-loaded

and non-culture loaded items. For culture-loaded items neither the train-

ing effect for the Blacks nor the tnteraction was significant. The

. -7



explained variance, however, is noticibly larger between control Blacks and

Anglos on culture-loaded items. rTn comparison to the percent explained in

the training groups and for non-culture loaded ftems, this suggests that

group differences were greater on culture-loaded and that the differences

was reduced through training.

Results of items with an M-demand of four are exactly.consistent with

all culture-loading expectations. That is, greater group differences occur

on c4lture-loaded items, but training eliminated the difference. The same

pattern,lhowever, did not occur on non-culture loaded items, and Black stu-
, _

dents showed significantly greater gains due to training than Anglo stu-

dents. :of note is that training had the effect of eliminating the original

18..5% variance accounted for by ethnic group differences on these items.

Rethilts for Five-M items are also consistent with the culture-loaded

expectatiion. While between group differences were not significant on

culture-loaded items (probably'because of small N' ), the significant

,

training effect for,Blacks (23% variance accounted for) and significant in-

teractior (10% eiplained variance) indicate that a cultuxe=loaded inter-

pretatioh is supported. In contrast, non-culture loaded items showed a

I

significant training effect for Anglo students and also accounted for 23%

explaine -variance.

Whe subscales'are combined to form a total cOture-lnaded and

non-cult re,loaded score, resu,Its for-all subjects (M-levels.1 thru 5) are

consistek with a culture.acided.nYpothesis. Sinnificant ethnic grbup dif-
,

ferencesloccur on culture-loaded items, but not on non-culture loaded items.;

A

the difference Is reduced E.;er training. TrElniTl'on cultureloaded items

is effective for Blacks only, and'a significant gain occurs for Blacks. On

- non-culture loaded items, training produced significant gains for both
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grobps arid resulted in significant group differences in performance on

nrin-culture loaded items. Nevertheless, group differences after training

accounted for 5% of the variance on tulture-loaded items prior to

training.

In tArms of the cult..ure-loaded hypothesis results are consistent with

expectations. That is, 1) significant group. differences occur on

culture-loaded items, 2) this difference is reduced or virtually eliminated

.by training, 3) training was differentially effective for Blacks on

culture-loaded items, and 4) the gains for Black students on cul ure-loadpd

items was generally greater than that.of Anglo students.

Hispanics: Percent passing items identified as culture-loaded and

non-culture loaded for Hispanics is shown in Table 27. Ther percent passing

k.eachsubscale is based on stU,dents with an Mlevel at least equal to the

M-demandof theitem.

Statistical.analysis of the data for, Hispanics is ihown in Table 28.

Total performance is given at the bottom of Table 28 and is computed on
177

students withM-levels between I and 5 inclusive.

The pattern of performance for Nispartics issonsistent with a

liture-loaded hypothesis as f61lowsr 1) significant group differences dh

culture loaded but not non-culture loaded items, 2) elimination ofgroup.

differences on culture-loaded itew due to training, 3) significant train-

ing effects for Hispanics but not for Anglbs on culture-loaded items, and

4) significantly'greater gains for Hispanics over Anglos on culture-loaded

items.

In general, the results follow the expected pattern. Only itemswith

an. M-demand of_one, however, folloW the pattern completely. At least part

Of the- hypothesis was supported on.the remaining subscales-. In some cases,



Table 27

Percent Passing Culture-Loaded and Non-Culture Loaded items
for Hispanic and Anglo Training and Control Groups

u,
8.

Culture Loaded Items Non-Culture Loaded Items

M-Demand Control Training Controk Trainin.
. .

Hispanic Anglo Hispanic Anglo laapanic Anglo Hispanic Anglo

Ti .72 .97 .92 .92 .95 .98 .98 .99

ONE SO. .116 .11 .27 .28 .09 .06 .05 .02

(104.-Levett5) ..`N 39 35 26 25 39 35 26 25

.7, ,67 .92 .78 .89 ".78 .91 .75 1.00

TWO .S0 .29 .12 .26 .12 .2f .19 .31 0

(20ILLevel<5) N 34 31 24 23 34, .

31 24 23

u .

74, , .53 .76 .69,, .82 .64 .69 .73 .80

THREE. SD . .30 .22 .13 .18 .31 .29 k .31 .20

(3<.M-Level<5) N 27 30 20 21 27 30
_

20 21

i .36 .63 .64 .73 .58 .63 .70 '.77

, FOUR SD .25 .23 .27 .24 .24 ..20 .26 .18

(4<M-Level<5) N .21 23 14 .14 21 21 14 14

X .17 .42 .71 .67 .18 .19 .41 .46

a FIVE,
(M-Level m 5)

SD

N

.35

9

.47

12

.27

7

.43

9

.20

9

.14

12

.19

7

.23

9

"i, .50 .73 .66 .77 :58 ,64 .66 .75

TOTAL SD .25 .19 .26 .12 .141 .11 .15 .14

.N 39 35 26 25 39 35 26 25

,

89



Table 2.8

'Group Comparisons on Culture Loaded and Non-Culture Loaded
Raven- Subscales for Hispanic and Anglo Training and Control Groups

90

Culturi Loaezd Non-Culture Loaded

Y
SE

Ŷ
t

. SEy t

M-Demand=1

,

-.25 .0750 -3.38*: 8.5 -..02 .0152 -1.54 1.9
(1<M-Level<5)

Control: Hispanic-Anglo
Training: Hispanic-Anglo .00 .0902 0.03 - -.62- , .0183 -1.05 -

Hispanic: Tralning-Control .21 .0816
.

2.52** 5.0 .02 .0165 1.40 -

Anglo: TrainIng-Control -.05 .0844 -0.61 - - .02 .0171 1.10 -

interaction .26 .1173 2.19*** 5.6 .004 .0237 0.18 -

M-Demands2
(201-Level<5)

t

Control: Hispanic-Anglo -.25 .0537 -4.66* 16.3 -.13 .0586 2.21* 3.9

Training: Hispanic-Anglo -.11 .0630 -1.67 2.1 -.25 .0689 3.63* 10.4

Hispanic: TrainIng-Controi .11 ..0576 1.92 2.7 -.03 .0630 -0.545 -

Anglo: TrainlAg-Control -.03 .0585 .-0.58 - .09 .0650 1.32 -

InteraCtion .15 .0828 1.75*** 2.3 -.12 e0905 -1.33 -

M-Demands3

(3<M-Level<5)

Control: Hispanic-Anglo -.22 .0700 -3.21* 9.5 -.06 .0750 -0.75 -

TrainInT: MispanIc-Anglo- -.12 .0825 -1.46 1.9 -.07 .0884 -0.79 -

Hispanic:-Training-Contro) .16 .0779 2.06** 3.8 .09 .0835 1.14 -

Anglo: Training-Control. .06, .0751 0.82 - .11 .0801 1.33 -

Interaction .10 .1082 0.41 - -.0i .1160 -0.12 -

M-Demanda4

(4<M-Level<5) .

Control: Hispanic-Anglo -.27 .0746 -3.67* 14.6 -.05 .0670 -0.70 -

Training: Hispanic-Anglo -.08 .0934 -0.89 - -.07 .0840 -0.85

Hispanic: Training-Control .29 .0852 3.35** 12:2 .11 .0766 , 1.48 2.9

Anglo: Training-Control .0° .0837 1.44 2..3 .14 .0753 1.83 .4.5%

-tnteractIon,
,--,

M-Demanda5

.19_ _.1195 1.59 2.8 -.02 .1074- -0.23
_

. -

(M-Levelm5) -

.

Control: Hispanic-Anglo. -.25 .1775 -1.41 -4.6 q-.01. .0829 70.08 -

Training:.HIspanIc-Angio .05- .2028 0.24 .i. -.05 .0947 -0.50 -

Hispanic: Tralning-Control .55. .2028 2.70** 16.9 .23 .0947 2.43** 11:9

Anglo: Training-Control .25 .1775 1.41 4.6 .27 .0829 3.27 _21.4

interaction .30 .2695 1.10 2.8 -.04 .1259 -0.32:' -

Ali Items
(101-Leve1<5)

Control: Hispanic-Anglo -.23 .6503 -4.58* 13.7 -.06 .0291 . -2.23* 3.3

Training: Hispanic-Anglo -.11 .0605 ,-1.86 2.3 -.09 .0351 -2.61* 4.6

'Hispanic: Training-Control .16 .0547 2.99** 5.8 .08 .0317 2.50** 4.2.

Anglo: Training-Control .05 .0565 0.81 - .11 .0328 _3.23** 7.0

Interaction .12 ..0786 1.50 1.5 .-.03 .0456 -0.59 -

,

* Significant at p < .025, t < -1.96

** Significant at p <4,025, t )1. 1.96

**, Significant at p < .05, t )1. 1.645



non-significance was probably related to small sample size: however, the

explained variance followed the expected pattern. ,For example, on items

with an M-demand of five, significance occurred in only one instance

(training effect for Hispanics). _However, the 4.6% variance explained by

ethnic group difference for control group students and the lack of variance

9

explained by ethnic group difference with training group students follows

the expected outcome.

Culture-loaded items with an M-demand of two produced ethnic group

differences in the control groups as did non-culture loaded items. The

amount of explained variance, however, was 16% on culture-loaded items in

comparison to 4% on non-culture loaded items. Additionally, training re-

duced the ethnic group difference on culture-loaded items but not on 'non-

culture loaded items. The effect of training was 14% higheron culture-

loaded items than on non-culture loaded items, but was not signifiunt.

Finally, and perhaps more important, is that the gains for Hispanics on

culture-loaded items was statistically greater than the gains for Anglos.

Even though the observed treatment effect was not significant; it is clear

that the overall effect on culture-loaded items was consistent $4ith

expectation. The interaction contrast for non-culture loaded items was not

91

significant.

On items with an M-demand of three, significant group differences oc-

curred on culture-loaded items butnot on pon7culture loaded items. The

difference did not hold up after training, and training was significant for

Hispanic but not foi' Anglo students.. Only the non-significant intei.action

failed to support the culture-loaded hypothesis for this subscale.

l
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Four-M items followed the same pattern as items with an M-demand of

three. Again, only the interaction was not as expected; all other con-
e,

irasts were consistent with expectation.

Five-M items showed significant Training effect for Hispanics on both

types of items. On culture-loaded items the variance explained was 17% in

comparison to 12% for non-culture loaded items.

Finally, the results for all students across all items were consistent

with expectation except for the interaction. Overall, greater group dif-

ference occurred on culture-loaded items and explained 14% of the variance

in contrast with 3% explained on non-culture loaded items. Training had

the effect of removing ethnic group differences on culture-loaded items but

not on non-culture loaded items.

Summary of Results on Culture-Loading

Identification of items as culture-loaded was based on outcomes or

resultt considered to.be consistent with the culture-loaded hypothesis.

These are: 1) significant ethnic group differehces on culture-loaded

items; 2) elimination or reduction of ethnic group differences on culture-

loaded items; after training; 3) significant training' effects, for minority

students but not Anglo- Students-on culture-loaded-items; and, 4) greater

training effects on culfure-loaded items for minorities than for Anglos.

In general these outcomes were supported on all the Raven subscales,

and when subicales were combined 6 form culture-loaded and non-culture

loaded totals. The outcome that occurred with the least frequency was a

Ognificant interaction'effect, i.e., greater gains between minority train-

xing and control students than for Anglo trainin9 and control students. In

total, the results were consistent with an expectation derived from a

.culture-loaded explanation.



The results are also of significance because of.the fact that the out-

comes were predicted for certain items and because more than one outcome

(i.e., pattern) was correctly predicted. In cases where all expectations

did not occur there was generally just one outcome that was not as pre-

dicted. Admittedly, the procedure for selecting the items will tend to

produce greater group differences on the.so-called"culture-loaded items,

since, after all, they were the items which showed a 25% or more difference

.at a given M-level in the first place. On the other hand, not all such

items necessarily showed the greatest-group differences, nor did items not

ideal-fled by this criteria not show group differences. The more signifi-

cant fact is that the pattern in the five comparisons was generally sup-

ported as predicted, especially greater gains (i.e., effects for particular

-groups but not others) suggests°the procedurels sound. It is not group

differences alone, but the consistent overall pattern that is signifiCant.

the results indicate that in most instances items were correctly

identified in which training was likely to result in improved performance

fOr minority students. In some cases Anglo performance was affected posi-

tively too. Overall, the effect was to bring the performance of minority

and majority groups closer together.

Finally, several commas are in order re4arding the results present-

ed. First, many statistical tests were performed and one would expect a

certain percent to be significant by chance factors alone. It is pointed

out, however, that the alpha level was controlled for each family of tests.

This allows for some control of the Type I error rate. Perhaps more impor-

tant is the pattern of significance. For example, had all statistical

tests been performed at .05, then roughly 5% would be significant simply by

chance. The important thing to observe is that significance occurred on

iU
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precisely those outcomes predicted to be significant, and in the predicted

direction. Too, outcomes predicted to not be significant generally were

not. Thus, significance did not occur on a random basis. It is the con-

sideration of,both the control of the alpha level and the pattern of sig-

nificant outcomes that support the results. At the same time, the question

is not really one of statistical significance in the first place. In the

final analysis, it is the overall consistency in which'Ihe outcomes hold

together.

Second, the reader is reminded of at least two sonces of error that

mitigate against the consistency of the observed outcomes. Qne is that it

relied on the identification of ah item's M-demand by external sources. To

the extent that there was error in this process, it surely effected the

outcomes. AnOther is the identification of subjects' M-level. The FIT it-

self could have introduced a source of error. The finding of a certain

percentage of minority and Anglo students with M-levels l.ess than or equal

to zero, and the realization that training was effective fo i. these stu-

dents, suggesf that some measure of error occurred in the respect.

As a final note! it is argued that children did not acquire the parti-

cular skills necessary to take the'Raven test, nor were they taught. It is

"
the authors' pos

/
tion, though not tested, that children have the required

underlying test taking skills and that we simply provided them with the

chance to,learryhow to apply them in this particular sieuation. And, while
/

teachers noteiichanges in childrens approach to many classroom tasks, we

have no, evidence as to the effects of the training outside of the Raven

test.i

In this study, only eight hoOrs of training was provided. During the

training, we did not show the children how to solve a particular task. oWe

UAo
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simply pointed out the errors they were making, and encouraged them to de-

velop alternative strategies ,to the extent that.they became aware that the

one they were applying was either not sufficient or wrong. Often children

sh assumed their answer was correct'and did not attempt to check their answers .

or look for alternative solutions. Had the children not had the skills in

the first place, it is unlikely, that the tr,aining could have provided them

in such a short period of time. It is also unlikely that training could

produce marked jumps im developmental abilities.

Finally, a few words are necessary concerning Hispanic studehts in the

study. Many of the students were in bilingual education programs, spoke

"limited or no English and thus had to receive training in Spanish. How-
.

ever, this proved to be difficult because of the need for "on the spot

translations" as well as the use of a particular vocabulary. The training

required words not commonly used by children or the trainers since many of

them had not been "educated" in a Spanish school system. While every

attempt was made to focus on communication, there was undoubtedly error or

ambiguity introduced due to language. An attempt was originally made to

gather language proficiency data in English and Spanish, but was discon-

tinued because of cost and time consiraints. Many of the children, how-

ever, spoke only Spanish and several more wereclassified as limitted En-

\

glish speakers. The exact effect f this source of uncontrolled error is

not known. It may have-contributed to performance differences.betweens

Hispanics, Blacks, and Anglos, 'and it undoubtedly contributed to poorer

success in the effect of training.
°Qt..
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CONCLUSION

ql!).

Overall, it appears that the procedure, while admittedly not clear

cut, did produce results which suggest that there is a form of cultural

.test bias in that culture-loaded items could be identified which produced

lower scores for particular groups of children and which were differen-

tiilly affected by training as predicted. The fact that specific items

could be identified in advance, and that training was differentially effec-

tive sheds new light on test performance in general. The results should

provide a better understanding of, and insights into what tests are measur-

ing irrespective of ethnic background.

Important too, is the fact that'a particular cognitive developmental

theory was shown to be useful and related to psychometric test performance.

It is significant that e-Vidence was provided for a specific source of dif-

ferences in test perforMance. That is, that test performance error,

whether one calls it lack of validity or bias, is in part due simply to

test taking skills. In all, the training was really an exercise in prdvid-
.,

ing test taking skills to a particuler group of children who, prior to

training, did not know how to apply them to ihe particular paper and pencil

tests used.

One cannot discuss,the question of culture-loading and test bias with-

out the issue of group differences arising. The results'in this study in-.

dicate that while irqup differences on the Raven appear to'be related to

group differences in developmental level, this is not entirely the case.

That is, even though minority students tend to score.lower on developmental'

measures and to show an overall proportion of students obtaining a lower ,
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M-level, two results suggest that it is test taking skills which affect

paper-pencil tests in general. For example, when performance 'of subjects ,

within M-levels is examined, ethnic group differences in.perforaante are

observed in the control but not the training groups. Training group stu-

dents showed virtually the same performante with M-levels, with minority

students oft,en scoring hfgher. .In addition,, there were not significant

ethnic group differences between training group subjects,jp spite of the

fact that more minority subjects had lower M-levels. In short it is Un-

likely that training-of such short duration could have an effect on cogni-

tive developmental level, or-have the differential effect in favor of mi-
.)

nority students unless there was a learned skill involved. It is also more

likely that the M-level performance of minority students was'also de-
.

pressed. The higher perfocmance of mintirity students with M-levels in the

training group is consistent with this interpretation. In all, it is

interpreted that test taking skills are a major source of variation, that

these sktlls are learned, and that they can be overcome through exposure' to
GIP

the specific requirements of the test.

These results suggest that the questfon of test bias iyhot necessar-
,.

ily in.the test itself. It is in the overall testing procedure, most im-

portant of which is the assumption that4a11 children approach and solve a

task according to the way in which the test publisher wiShes. The indis-
,

criminant use of tests without awareness or consideration of this factor

will result in errors in validity,ias well as bias. The conscientious test

publisher, as well as test user should be well aware of these problems.

This study provides evidence that at least this one source of error'has not

been considered, that is not commonly taken into account by,test developers

A
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0
or users, and that no aMount of statistical or psychometric validation is

,
likely to account.for this error. The use of cognitive or some other

theory of mental functioning is sorely needed in development and validation

Of tests. The researchers hope that this study will provide incentive as

well as direction for future fair uses of tests.

.4
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